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Abstract 
Auto- and cross-covariance expressions for the anomalous potential of 
the Earth and its first and second order derivatives are derived based on three 
different degree-variance models . 
A FORTRAN IV subt"outine is listed and documented that may be used 
for the comp.1t.ation of auto- and cross-covariance between any of the following 
quantities : (1) the anomalous potential(T), (2) the negative gravity disturbance/ r, 
(3) the gravity a nomaly (Ag), (4) the radial component of the gradient of Ag, (5) 
the second ordet' radial derivative of T, (6), (7) the latitude and longitude com-
ponents of the deflec tion of the vertical, (8) , (9) the derivatives in northern and 
eastern direction of Ag, (10), (11) the derivatives of the gravity disturbance in 
northern and eastern direction, (12) - (14) the second order derivatives of T in 
northern, in mixed northern and eastern and in eastern direction. 
Values of different kinds of covariance of second order derivatives for 
varying spherical distance and height are tabulated. 
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1. Introduction 
In this r eport we will de rive express ions for the covariance functions of some 
quantities related to the anomalous potential of the Earth (denoted T). The quantities 
which we will consider are values of l inear functionals applied to the anomalous poten-
t ial , e.g. the normal derivative at a specific point on the surface of the Earth . 
Covariance e>.-pressions for such quan tities may be derived from one single 
covariance function, namely the covariance function of the anomalous potential 
cov(Tp, Tq ). 
This function yields for two po ints, P and Q, outside the Earth the covariance between 
the values of the anomalous potential at these two points . It may then as well be regarded 
as a func tion of P or Q . The linear functionals, which correspond to quantities between 
which we want to obtain the covariance , can then be applied to this function. This oper-
ation will furnish us with the covariance between the quantities. 
Covariance functions of quantities , which included first order derivatives of T 
have earlier been derived (e .g. Tscherning and Rapp (1974) ). These covariance 
ftmctions were required , e . g. when combining gravity anomalies and de flections of the 
vertical for the determ inat ion of approximations to Tusing the me thod of least square s 
colloca tion, see Tscherning (1974). 
It has now become possible to measur e second order derivatives of T in an air-
craft. This fact makes these quantities more applicable for several geodet ic purposes 
than the sim ila r quantities measured a t the surface of the Earth because topographic re-
ductions are not needed. 
The method of l east squares collocation should, as advocated by Moritz {1974), be 
well suited for the filte r ing of the measurements and for their use in combination with 
other data for the determination of T . But the knowledge of the covariance expressions 
for these quantities and between these quantities and other k inds of data is required. 
Unfortunately the es timation of the basic covariance function, cov (Tp, Tq ) is 
difficult both in theory and pr act ice . In Tscherning and Rapp (1974) the covar iance 
function is chosen as the func tion which in between a set of models fits the available data 
tbe best possible. Another criterion for the choice could have been the usefulness of the 
covariance function when applied in least squares collocation, i .e. the numerical prop-
erties of the covar iance function. 
These properties do not s tand out clea rly in the statistical model for least squares 
eollocation. But we may as well regard the method as a funct ional-analytic approximation 
IDethod (see Krarup (1969)}. Here the choice of the covariance funct ion is clearly seen as 
ltetng equivalent to the choice of a norm or inner product in a function space. The 
approximation, which is determined, will fu.lfill a minimum condition. It will have the 
least no!'m between the functions, which agree with the given (filtered) measurements. 
The norms, which correspond to the covariance models discussed in Tschernlng 
and Rapp (1974), correspond to inner products, which include derivatives of different 
order, (e.g. Tscherning (1973)). Therefore, the use of some of these different covar 
functions will have the effect, that the approximations will fulfill different minimum con 
ditions, i.e. be smooth in different ways. In this r eport we will therefore not recomm 
a specific model, but develop covariance expressions based on models with different 
numerical characteristics. . The final choice of model should then wait until the correa 
ponding covariance functions have been used in numerical tests. 
The covariance function of the anomalous potential is here chosen to be rotatio 
invariant, and it will be harmonic in each variable P and Q. It may then be expressed 
the sum of a Legendre series: 
a> :a t+l 
cov(T,, To)= \ <J,(T,T) (BL,) P (cos~) 
L., s- r r J, 
t=o 
where a,t(T, T) are so-called potential degree-variances, P.t(cosi/J) is the t'th order 
Legendre polynominal, Rb is the radius of a sphere totally enclosed in the Earth, r 
and r' are the distance of P 1 Q respectively from the origin and 1J; is the spherical dis 
between P and Q. 
The different .numerical properties are reflected in the behavior of the degree-
variance for t going to infinity, (e.g. Tscherning (1973)). We will here consider three 
types of degree-variances, namely aJ, (T, T) decreasing towards zero like 1/ .t 2, 1/ ..t3 
l/t', (c.f. eq. (17)). 
Let the JX>int P i1ave spherical coordinates (c.p, A, r) = (latitude, longitude, dista 
·rrom the origin) and let us denote partial differentiation with respect to a variable, e.g. 
by a capital D having the variable as subscript: Dr-. 
We may then express the quantities between which we have chosen to develop co-
variance expressions by the following (linear) functionals applied on T: 
(1) C= T(P)/y • 
(2) -D,T• ! 
r 




the height anomaly, equal to the value of the evaluation 
functional applied on T ,(=T(I)) and divided by the reference 
gravity, 
the radial derivative (divided by r), 
the (free air) gravity an,omaly, 
the gravity gradient, 
2 
(5) the second order radial derivative, 
(6) the latitude component of the deflection of the vertical, 
(7) 11 =-DAT/(r ·y •co&p), the longitude component of the deflection o~ the vertical, 
(8) -(D\06g)/r , the derivative of ti.g with respect to cp, 
(9) -(DA6g)/(r'COS\O ) the derivative of fig with respect to A, 
(10) (D\OD, T)/r 
(11) (D,_D, T)/(r • COS<,O), 
(12) (D~ T)/r2 , 
(13) (D\ODA T)/(r2 cos<,0), 
(14) (D~ T)/(r2cos<,0"), 
From the covariances bet\veen these quantities, it is possible to compute co-
variances of all other first or second order derivatives of T. The covariance of the value 
of the Laplace operator at P with some other quantity at Q, for example, may be computed 
using the cova.riances between the quantities given in equat ions (2), (5), (8), (12) and (14), 
because 
.115) 6T="2T+~"T+1.o2 T-tan<D 1 D~T. Lit' r .L.Ot" r cp r 2 D<.? T + r 2 cosacp A 
(The covariance between two quantities, where one of these is the quantity 6T = 0, will 
naturally always be zero. This fact can be used for the numerical checking of the com-
l'!lations). 
The technique used for the derivation of the covariance expressions is quite simple, 
3.nd follows the technique presented in Tscherninff and Rapp (1974) closely. Though, we 
have chosen to derive equations as general as possible. This appeared to be an advantage, 
"·hen the equations were programmed in FORTRAN IV. 
The point of departure is an expression for cov(Tp, Tq ). The expressions for 
€1~her quantities are then found by applying the linear functionals related to these quantities 
on this expression. 
The function cov(Tp, Tq) is given by the choice of the radius Rb of a Bjerhammar-
8"1ere and of a set of potential degree-variances at (T, T), (cf. Tscherning and Rapp 
(1974, page 2)) . We will, as in that publication, p.:escribe a rule for the general behavior 
of the degree-variances, by adopting a certain degree-variance model. For the first n 
(where n is an integer 2:: 0) degree-variances a correction to the model degree-variance 
is allowed, so that, for example, the model degree-variance plus the correction is equal 
to an empi'ical de termined de gree-variance: 
. 
(16) cov(T, TQ) = I "~ (T, T) st+ 1 Pt (t) 
t= 0 
where the superscripts c and m stands for "correction" and "model" respectively, 
s = R:/(r• r') and t = cosl/J. 
The finite sum can be computed using a simple recursion algorithm and the infinite 
sum can (depending on the choice of model) be evaluated using a corresponding analytic 
expresssion. 
The application of the functionals (1) - (14) may be divided in two steps, namely by 
first performing the necessary differentiations with respect to rand r 1 and then with re-
spect to the other spherical coordinates. The two following sections will deal with this 
problem. In section 4 we will discuss a FORTAN IV subroutine, which may be used for 
computations and we will finally in section 5 present tables of covariances and disCuss 
methods for the evaluation of the reliability of the computed quantities. An appendix con-
tain the listing of the subroutine and an example . of a FORTRAN IV program using the sub-
routine. 
2. The second and lower order radial derivatives of cov(Tp, To). 
·We will here regard model (potential) degree-variances ohhe form 
1 
(17) a.i,, =A 1 TT (t+k,f', 
J=O 
where the superscript i (=l, 2 or 3) is a "model" number. A1 is a constant in units of 
(m/sec)•. 
The quantities k, will all be integers greater than an integer p. The degree-
variances of degree less than -p will have to be zero, when pis negative. For example, 
let the smallest k, be equal to - 2. Then p will be equal to -3, and the model degree-
variances of degree O, 1 and 2 will be.equal to zero. 
4 
(Note; that the models 1, 2, 3 r ega rded here correspond to Tscherning and Rapp 
(1974, p. 30) model 3, 4, 5 wi th k0 = -2 and k1 = -1 for model 1, k0 = -2, k1 = -1, ~ = i 
for model 2 and k0= -2, k1 = -1, ksi= i and k3= j for model 3 and A =At• 1010/ R.; for Rb 
given in meters). 
The degree-va riances m ay be expressed by a sum of partial frac tions 
I 
(18 ) a;,,= A 1 I c 3/ (t+ k 3), 
J = 0 
where 
I 
(19) c; = H l / (k,- k,). 
•=01 ·#J 
(This may easily be verified using induction after i). 
Hence, using eq. (16) we have 
(20) covi(T,,T0 ) = I a; • st+l. Pt(t) + A1 t f c,!(t+kJ)•st+lpt(t). 
t = o J=O t=P 
The infinite sums in eq. (20) are equal to closed analytic expressions, Fl, (cf. 
Tscherning and Rapp (1974, section 8)): 




(22) covi(T,,T0) = f=o oJ, • st+ l Pt(t) + A1 ~o c,F,;. 
The covariance function dlpend; only on r and r' through the quantity s = (R~ /(r • r)). So 
the effect of performing a diffe r entiation with r espect tor or r ' will be a simple multi-
plication of the degree-variances with the degree plus an :integer constant, and division with 
r or r'. We have for example 





= .!.[f (t + l)a' st+l P (t) + A1 I ci' 
r r:o t t i=o 
+ cl+1So) J 




1 - \ Ct+1 - L CJ 
J= O 
and 
S, = Y. st+l Pt (t) 
l=p 




t" . • t+l p (t) 
t 
and q is the total number of differentiations performed with respect to rand r'. 
This is a forb.mate situation, since the computation of radial derivatives of 
covt(T,, Tq) then only becomes slightly more complicated than the computation of the 
function itself. 
Another fortunate fact. is that some of the quantities c ~ become zero. In the 
above equation (23) · 
6 
l - \ 
C1+1 - L 
will be equal to zero (this is easily verified using eq. (19)). This means, that the term 
Sq_ 1 never will occur, i. e. we will only have to compute the functions 80 , Si_ , and Sa 
when q = 4. 
In several of the linear functionals we have chosen to consider (c.f. eq. (1)-(14)) 
the radial derivative will occur together with the evaluat ion functiona l applied to T and 
divided by r, T(P)/r. The only effect hereof is, tha t the degree- variances are multiplied 
by a constant .t + m instead of by t+ 1. For the gravity anomaly we have for example 
m= -1. 
For the covariance functions we will consider, up to four factors .(!+ m) may occur. 
(Four factors will occur when the second order radia l derivative occur in both P and Q) . 
Table 1 shows the fac tors which occur for the functionals given by eq. (1)-(14). 
Table 1 
Table of factors (.t + m) which occur, when applying 

































Le t us therefore regard operators o. which multiply the degree-variances by 
t+m and terms independent of t or kJ by zero, and let us then compute the fac tors 
c~ for O< j s: i + q, These factors will occur when the operator is applied q times, each 







D (-l-) =t+m1 = l + m1-k , 
" t +k :r:+l< t+k 
(t + m 2 )(m1 -k) (m,- k)(m1 - k) 
n •• <n.,< t+k )= m.-k + t+k 
D (D (D (-1- ))) = -k(t+ m,) + (t + m 3 )(m,-k)(m1 -k) 
•s •e • 1 t+k t +k 
= -kt- km3 + k 0 - m,,k- m1k + m1 m,, 





(D,, (D', (D't ( T+k )))) 
= (l+ mJ(-kt+ k(k-(m1 + Ma+ m3)))+ (t+m,)(m.-k)(m,-k)(m1-k) 
t+k 
= -kt1- tk((m1 + m,+ m3 + m4 )-k)-k(k(k-(m1 + m,+ m3 + m,))+ 
+ (m,-k)(m,,-k)(m2 -k)(m1 -k) 
t+k 




Table o( the coefficients cJ to the functions FJ and SJ 
for different order of differentiation q. 
F\lnction: FJ So 81 s. I q 
j =k0 - k1 I l+l i +2 i+3 i I 
0 c, 0 0 0 i 
1 c,(m1 - k,) 0 0 0 
2 c\(m,-k,) 
-l cJkJ 0 0 
' 
3 c~(m,-k;) I c,k,(k,- I m, 
.,,. f i' ..... j •-1 0 ct +i •=l 4 c~(m4 -k,) }. c,(-k,(k,(kJ - ~ • -1 ,_, C1+1 ct+a ~ L. w L., 
u=l 11=1 P=n+l · 
The expressions for the coefficients c~ + l' ci +a' ci +3 may be simplified somewhat, 
depending on the degree-variance model. For the different models we have the following 
equations, which may be verified by straight forward computations : 
Model 1: 
Model 2: 
1 1 l cJkf = - l kp 
J=O J = O 
1 
- l CJ kj = k~ + kok1 + k12 , 
J = O 
9 
• L:cJkf =l, 
J= O 
• 
-I c,kt = -I k,. 







-I c,k, = I c,kj =O 
J= O J=O 
• 
- l CJ kf = 1 
J= O 
• 
I= l m, and 
•= l 
c! =c! = l, 









c! = 1 
Let us use the equations and the Table to derive the covariance func tion of the gravity 
anomalies for l\:lodel 1 having p = 3, k = - 2, k = -1, for Model 2 having in addition ka = i 
and for Model 3 having in addit ion k3 = j. Using eq. (3) we have 
covi(6g, 6g') = (-I>,-~ EVp)o(-D,'- ~. EVQ)covi(T,. TQ) , 
r r 
where EV,, EVq are the evaluation functional s at P,Q respectively, i.e. EV, (T) = T(P) 
and EVQ (T) = T(Q). 
For Model 1 we have c0 = 1, c1 = -1, m1 = ~ = -1 and hence 
c~= + l (-1+2)(-1 + 2) = +l, 
c~ = -1(-1+ 1)(-l + l ) = O, 
0: = +(-2. (-1) -(-1)) = 1, 
cov,(6g, 6g') = Ai(L , + 80 ) • 
1 
r•r' 
For Model 2 we have c 0 = l /( i +2) , c1 = -1/(I+ 1), Ca= 1/((1+1)(1+2)) and again 
mi = m.t = -1: Hence 
c; = 2/(i+2)- l /( i + l)- l/((i+ l)(i+2))= O 
• 1 i+l _l_ 
cov0 (6g, 6g) =A,, ( i+T F-a + !+2 Fi) r. r' 
·cf. Tscherning and Rapp (1974, eq. (132)). 
Finally for Model 3 we have 
c0 = l/((i +2)(J+2)) , c 1 = -l/((l+l)(j+l)), 
"o = 1((1 + l)(i +2)( j - i)), C3 = l/({j + l)(j +2)(J -1)), 
11 
and 
c~ = co, 
c~ = 0 
c~ = l /((i +2)(j -i)) 
c~ = 1/(U + 2)(j -1)) 
c: = 2/((i + 2)(j +2)-l/((i + l)(j + l)) 
-i/((i + l)(i +2)(j -1))- j/((j + l)(j + 2)(j -1)) 
= O 
COV3(6g, 6g') = A3(F- 2 ((i+2)(j + 2))-F-1/((i+l)(j+l)) 
1 
+F1 /((i+2)(j-i))+ F,/((j+2)(j-i))) ~ , 
cf, Tscheming and Rapp (1974, eq. (141)). 
We will end this section by writing down the analytic expressions for FJ and SJ. 
The basic equation is 
(I) 11-1 
(30) So= l st+l Pt(t)= s/L- L st+l Pt (t), 
J =P t=o 
where 
(31) 
Introducing the quantities 
(32) N= l+L -st 
M=l-L-st 
and computing the de rivatives 







D,(s(t-s)/L3 ) = l t"Pt(t) st -l 
t=1 
= ((t-2s)L3 - S(t - s)(s-t)L • 3) / L 8 
= (t- 2s)/L" + (s-t)"s • 3/ L6 
= (t- 2s + 3s)/L 3 + 3s (t• - l)/L6 
= (t+s)/L3 + 3s(t•-l)/L6 , 
al p-1 
s, = \ ts t+lp (t) = s"(t-s)/L3 -) tst+ l Pt(t) l . t ~ 
t =• t=1 
Using Tscherning and Rapp (1974, eq. (99), (100) and (96)) we get the following 
equations 
(36) P-1 t+l F,= e. (1+2s/ (l- S+ L))- L: l/(t+ l)s Pt(t) 
t=o 
p _ , 
(37) F~ = ( L-l+t • F~)/s- f l/(t+2)st+l p (t) 
~ t 
t=o 
and the recurs ion formulae 
(38) . ~+l = (L+(2i-l)t• Fr- (i-1) / s. fP-i>/(S-i), 
where the superscript 0 indicates, that p= O in the equation, i.e. 
P-1 
(39) F1+1= F~+ l - L: l/(t+i+l)• st+l it(t). 
t=o 






F 0 = s • 0n (2/N) - J 1/ t · st+lp (t), ~ t 
t=1 
p- l 
\ t+ l p_ 1 = s(M+ts• 0n (2/N))- L 1/(t-l)s Pt(t), 
L = 2 
F_2 = s(M(3ts + 1)/2 + s(P2 (t) s • 0n (2/N) +s(l - t")/4)) 
-'f' 1/(t-2)st+lpt(t) . 
t =3 
(There does exist a recursion formula similar to equation (38) for negative j, but we 
will not write it down, because we will not consider models, where j is less than -2.) 
Combining all these equations, we are now able to compute radial derivatives of 
up to second order of the covariance functions corresponding to model 1, 2, and 3. 
3. Derivatives with respect to the latitude and the longitude. 
We will now consider the computation of the covariance between quantities where 
at least one includes differentiation with respect to one of the coordinates cp, A, (()' or).'. 
Let us suppose, that the necessary differentiations with respect to r or r' have been 
executed. Let us for Pxample consider the computation of 
cov(D<PD;\.T/(r2 cos!p), ~g') = 1/(r"cos!p)D<PD;\.cov (T,, ~g'). 
The quantity cov (Tp, 6g~ will depend on the coordinates cp, A, cp', )..' through the variable 
(43) t = COS 1/J = Sin!p Sin!p' + COS!p COS !p' COS(~;\.), 
Therefore , the computation of the derivatives with respect to the latitude or longitude, c 
be divided in a computation of the derivatives of t (up to order four) of a radial derivative 
of cov(Tp, Tq) and a subsequent multiplication with derivatives oft with respect to the 
latitude and the longitude. We will in the following denote the quantity which remains to 
be differentiated with respect to t by K. An integer superscript or a number of apos-
trophes will indicate the order of differentiation, i. e·. D~K = K" = K2 • 
14 
It is worthwhile to systematize the derivativ.es oft in some way. We will do 
this by associating different integers with the different kinds of differentiations. Basically 
we will associate the integers 0 and 1 with no differentiation at all, and the integers 2 and 
3with differentiation with respect to the latitude (in P or Q) and the longitude (in P or Q) 1 
respectively. The idea is now, to associate with the differentiations with respect toe. g. 
4' and A the sum of the two integers, namely 5, with this second order derivative. 
The derivatives may be computed in both P and Q, but the order of differentiation 
ts maximally two, and the total number of differentiations is hence maximally four. The 
kinds of differentiation may then be characterized by four intege rs: 
(i) kind of fir st differentiation in P (none, D<P, DA) 
(j) " second in P (none and no first, none, D<P, DA) 
(k) " first in Q (none, D<P, DA) 
(m) " second in Q (none and no fl rst, none, Dcp, DA). 
The following algorithm will then associate a unique integer d with the appropriate deriva-
tive of I: 
(a) only one first order derivative: 
in P : d= i 
lnQ: d =6•(k-1) + 1 
(b) two derivatives: 
both in P: d = i + j 
both In Q: d = 6 • (k + m-1) + 1 
inPandQ: d = i +6(k-1) 
(c) three derivatives: 
only one in P: d=i+6 (k +m-1) 
only one in Q: d = i +j+6(k-1) 
(d) four derivatives: 
d= l+j +6 (k+m-1). 
15 
The integer 17, will for example, be assCX"iated with the derivative D'P DA D.>i.' (t). 
The r elationship between the de rivatives and the integer dis shown in 
Table 3. 
Table 3 
The integer d associated with the derivatives oft 
with respect to r.p, A, r.p' and A': 
I nooe j 
in Qi n..,. i • I DA' i D<0' 1 n.,.n).' D~· 
none in P 1 
I 
7 13 I 19 I 
25 31 
n.., 2 8 14 I 20 26 32 
I 
DA 3 9 15 21 I 27 33 
n• I 4 10 16 22 28 34 
<P ; 
D\ODA I 5 11 17 23 29 I 35 
n• I 6 12 18 241 30 36 ). i 
We will now write down the general equations for the derivatives of K with 
respect to cp, A, tp' and A'. Let the variables x, y, z and v denote any one of these 
(though only two of them can be the same variable in our case). 
(43) D,K=D,t·K,, 
(44) D,D,K = D,D,t• K1 + D,t• D,t• K2 , 
+n,"t• Dat+D~,t •Dr t+ DX7t • D"' t+ Dul•~ t 
+n,,t· n .. t]. Ko+ [D.,.t. D,t. D, t + D,.t· D,t . D, t 
+D,,t • D,t • D,t+ D""t • D, t• D,t + D,. t • D,t• D,t 
16 
We note, that in order to compute a derivative of e.g. 3'th order, all the 
derivatives of 3'th and lower order oft are needed Therefore, when wee. g. differ-
entiate K with respect to (<p, <d, A'), the derivatives oft with respect to all three vari-
ables , (cp, A'), (t.d, A1 ), (cp, d) , c.1, f/J1 and X are needed. This enables us to write down 
a general algorithm based on the assignment of the integers 0, 1, 2 and 3 to the variables 
l, j, k and m. But we have to introduce two more variables h and m1 as to distinguish 
between the kind of differentiation we are performing in itself (<.O, cp', A' above) and the 
lower order differentiations. 
Let us suppose that the derivatives oft are evaluated and stored in an array d 
with subscripts from 1to36, cf. Table 3. The integers i,j,k and mare then associated 
with the variables x, y, z and v used in eq. (43)-(46). 
We then have: 
(a) Only one differentiation (either i or k are equal to 2 or 3, respectively 1 
and j, mare zero): 
D,K = d(i+6(k-l)) • K,. 
(b) two differentiations (j or mare equal to zero, in which case jl or ml will be 
one and otherwise equal to j, m respectively). 
D.,.K = d(i) d(jl)d(6(k-l)+ l)d(6(ml-l)+ l)K2 +d(i + j + 6(k+m-l))K1 , 
(c) three differentiations (either j or mare equal to zero, in which case jl OJ;' 
ml will be one), 
D.,,K = d(i+j +6(k+m-l))K1 + (d(i+j)d(6(k+m-l)+l) +d( i +6(k-l))d(jl+6(ml-l)) 
+ d(i+6(ml- l))d(jl+6(k-l)))Ka +d(i)d(j l)d(6(k-l)+l) ' d(6(ml-l)+l)K3 
(d) four differentiations (t, j, k and mare all greater than 1), 
D.,., K = d(i+j+6(k+m-l))K1 +(d( i+j+6(k-l))d(6(m-l)+l)+d( i+6(k+m-l))' d(j) 
+ d(j +6(k+m-l))d(i)+d(i+j+6(m-l))d((k-1)6+ 1) 
+ d(i+j)d(6(k +m-1)+1 )+d(l+6(k-l ))d(j +G(m-1)) 
+ d(i+6(m-l))d(j+6(k-l)))Ka 
+ (d(l+j)d(G(k-1)+ l)d(G(m-1)+ l)+d(i+6(k-l))d(j)d(6(m-l)+1) 
+ d(i+6(m-l))d(j)d(6(k-l)+l)+d(j+6(k-l))d(i)d(6(m-l)+l) 
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+· d (j +6( m-1) )d( i )d( G(k-1) + 1) )d( 6(k +m-1 )+ l)d(i)d(j) )K3 
+ d(i)d(j)d(6(k-l)+l)d(6(m-l)+l)'K,. 
We will now explicitly calculate the 36 different derivatives oft, i.e. the values 
of the array d. 
d(l) = 1 
d(2) = DJ= cosc.o s in co'- sin co cos r.;f cos (ti.A) = cs - sec, 
d(3) = DAt = cosrpcosq) sin(6A)= ccs, 
d(4) = D~t = -sinrpsin,P-cosrpcosrp' cos(6A)= -t, 
d(5) = Drp DAt = -sinrpcosrp' Sin(6A) = -scs, 
d(6) = D~ t = - cos rp cos rp' cos (6A) = -ccc, 
d(7) = Drp' t = sinrpcosrp' - cos rps in qi cos (6X) = sc-csc, 
d(8) = DrpDrp.t = cosrpcostp' + sinrpsinrp' cos (6A) =cc+ ssc, 
d(9) = DADrp•t = - cosrp sinrp'sin(6A) = -css, 
d(lO) = D~Drp' t = -sincocos cp' +cos<i0sincp' cos (6A) = -sc+csc, 
d(ll) = DxDrpDrp,t = sinrpsinrp' sin(6X)= sss, 
d(l2) = D~ Dqi t = cos rpsinrp' cos (6).) = csc, 
d(l3) = DA, t = -cosrpcosrp' sin (6A) = -ecs, 
d(l4) = DrpDA•t = sinrpcosrp' sin (6A) = scs, 
d(l5) = DADA•t = cos rp cos rp' cos (6A) = ccc, 
d(16) = D~DA.t = cosrpcosrp' sin(6A) = ccs, 
d(l7) = D<PDADA,t = -sin<0cos qi cos(6A) = -sec, 
d(l8) = D~ DA• t = cos<j)cos<j)' sin (6A) = ccs, 
d(l9)= D~,t = -sin<Psintp'- cosrpcos.p cos(6A) = -t, 
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d(20) = D<DD~ = - cos<,Osinc,1 + sin<,0cos tp' cos (LIA)= -cs+ sec 
d(2l)=DAD~t = -COS\OCOsdsln(~A) = -ccs, 
d(22) = D~D~t = sin<DSin\O' +cOS\OCOS\O' cos (LIA)= t, 
d(23) = D~ D\OD~, t = +s in<,0cos<,0' sin (LIA)= scs, 
d(24) = D~ D~. t =+cos IDCOS <,0' cos (LIA) = ccc, 
d(25) = D<P DA' t = cos<,0sincd sin (LIA) = css, 
d(26) = D\OD<f)DA, t = -Sin<DSin<D' sin (LIA) - sss, 
d(27) = DAD<f)DA·t = -cOS\OSin<f) cos(LIA) = -csc, 
d(28) = D~Dip,DA·t = -cosipsin\O' sin(LIA) = -css, 
d(29) = D\ODA D.pDA.t = sin\Osinip' cos (LIA) = ssc, 
d(30) = D~D.pDA't = -cosipsinip' sin (LIA)= -css, 
d(31) = D~,t = -cosipcos<f) cos(LIA)= -ccc, 
d(32) = D\OD~,t =Sin\OCOS ip'cos (LIA)= sec, 
d(33) = DA D~' t = -cos <,0cos cd sin (LIA) = -ccs, 
d(34) = D~D~,t =cosipcosip' cos (LIA)= ccc, 
d(35) = DA D\OD~·t = Sin<Dcosip' Sin(LIA) = scs, 
d(36) = D~ D~,t =COSl/JCOSl/J' COS (LIA)= CCC, 
where cs = cosc.o sin cp', cc = cosc,ocos r.p' etc. In Table 4 the derivatives are presented on 
a form corresponding to Table 3. 
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Table 4 
Derivatives oft with respect to t.p, A, 'P' and.~.' 
d(i+j +6(k <·m)) k+m 
i+j 1 2 f 3 4 5 6 
SC - ccs -t css -CCC 
1 1 - csc 
cs cc scs - cs 
2 -sec SSC sec -SSS sec 
; 
3 ccs -css CCC 
-ccs I -csc -ccs 
-sc 
4 -t I csc ccs t -css CCC 5 
I 
I 
-scs I SSS -sec scs SSC scs I 6 -CCC ! csc ccs CCC -css CCC 
The general form of K is 
(47) 
+a sum of a finite Legendre series, 
cf. section 2, where k and m are the order of differentiation with respect to r and r' and 
q = k + m. The term 52 is only present when k = m = 2 and will hence never have to be 
differentiated with respect to t. In a similar way we see, that only when q is equal to 3, 
ts it necessary to compute DtSi and only when q is equal to 2 it may be necessary to 
compute If, S0 • 
Table 5 shows, which terms we will need to differentiate in the different degree-
variance models and what is the maximal order of differentiation we need to compute. 
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Table 5 
Order of differentiation and kind of quantities 
which have to be differentiated with respect to t 
Orde r of radial diiferentiation, q 
Maximal order of I 0 1 
differentiation With ! 
I 2 3 4 
respect tot 4 3 2 1 0 
Degree-variance 
model 
1 F, F, Fl,So F 3,So,S1 F 3,S0 ,Si.,S2 
2 F, F, F, FJ,So FJ,So,81 
3 F, F, F1 F, Fs,So 
I 
! 
We will hence have to compute expressions for the 11th to 4'th derivatives of FJ, 
of the 1 'th and second derivat ives of 80 and of the 11th derivative of Si and not to forget, 
t.he 1 'st to 4'th deri'latives of the sum of the finite .Legendr.e .series.-
The derivatives of the sum of a finite Legendre series 
may be computed easily using a simple recursion algorithm, cf. Tscherning and Rapp 
(1974, p, 67). For 
et= (2t+l)/(t + l) • s, ft+• = - (t+l)/(t+2) ••• 
and 
we have 
(50) S= b 0 •s. 
The derivatives of S with respect to t are then computed by a recursion algorithm 
obtained by differentiating eq,' (49): 
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(52) s• = b~ • s. 
For tbe express ions F, and S, we must do the hard work of differentiating the 
expressions up to four times. 
Let us first differentiate 1/L: 
Dt (l/L) = s/L3, 
o;' (l/L) = as• /L5 • 
Hence from eq. cao) we have 
·- 1 (53) Dt So = s• /L3 - J st+l Pi, (t) 
t~o 
• -1 
(54) o:'So = as• /L5 - l st+l P_t'(t) 
t=o 
and from eq. (a4) 
•-1 




From the computation of the derivatives of Fl we will need the following 
derivatives. 
where we have us~d 
O,L= -s/L and D,N= -s/L-s. 
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From Tscherning and Rapp (1974, section 8) we have the following derivatives of 
FJ (Where we have left out the finite series part); 
(57) Dt F0 = s• Dt (0n (2/N))= s2 (1/(LN)+ l/N), 
(58) D~F0 = s3 ((N + L)/(L3 N 2 )+ (2 + L)/(LN2 )) 
= s 3 (1/L3 N) + l/(L2 N°) + 2/(L • N 2 ) +l/N 2 ). 
Using eq. (56) we get 
(SS) ~ F 0 = B4 [3/(L6 N) + l/(L0 N2 )+ 1/(L4 N 2 )+2/(L4 N°) 
+ 2/(L2 N°)+2/(L3 N°)+2/(L3 N 2 )+ 4/(L• N°) 
+ 4/(L2 N°)+ 2/N 3 +2/(LN 3 )] 
= B
4 [3/(L0 N)+3/(L3 N°) + 3/(L4 N°)+6/(L2 N 3 ) 
+ 2/(L3 W)+ 6/(LN")+2/N'J 
= s•[(3/L6 + (3(1 + l/L)/L3 +2(1+(3+(3+1/L)/L)/L)/N)/N)/N)] 
(60) D~ Fo = 3s6 (5J(L7 N)+l/(L6 N")+l/(L6 N 2 )+3/(L6 N") 
+ 2/(L3 N 3 )+2/(L 4 N 3 )+4/(L6 N 2 )+2/(L4 N°)+ 2/(L5 N 3 ) 
+ 4/(L' N 3 )+6/(L 2 N 4 )+6/(L3 N 4 )+2/ (L6 N 3 )+2/(L3 N 4 ) 
+2/(L4 N 4 )+2/(L3 N°) + 6/(LN 4 ) + 6/(L2 N')+2/N 4 +2/(LN 4 )] 
=3fl' [5/I/ N)+4/(L6 N")+5/(L6 N 2 )+4/(L3 N') 
+ 8/(L4 N°)+4/(L6 W)+l2/(L 3 N 4 )+ 8/(L3 N') 
+ 2/(L4 N')+8/(LN•)+2/N4 ] 
= 3s6 ((5/L7 +((4+ 5/L)/L5 +((4+(8+4/L)/L)/L3 
+(2+(8+(12 +(8+2/L)/L)/L)/L)/N)/N)/N)/N]. 
We then have using eq. (41) a~d (42) (and eq. (40) withoot the finite sum): 
Z3 
p-1 
(61) DtF-1= s(DtM+t•D,Fo+Fo)- l l/(t-l)st+lD,it(t), ' 
t =• 
P-1 
(62) o;F_1 = S(~M+tD~Fo + 2D,Fo)- I 
t =• 
,_ 1 
(63) 3 - 3 3 3• \ D1F-1- S(D;M+ tD,Fo+ DtFo)- l. 
t =· 
p-1 
(64) • • • 4 3 \ D;F_ 1 = s(D;M+tD,F0 + DtFo)- l. 
t=• 
(65) D1F_ 0 = s(Dt M(3ts + 1)/2+ M3s/2 +s(P0 (t)D,F0 +3tF0 
P-1 
-st/2)1- L: 11ct-2)st+1 0,Pt(t), 
t=3 
(66) ~F_ 2 = s(D~M(3ts+l)/2+3s0,M+s(P2 (t)~F0+6t0, Fo 
p-l .t+l 3 
·+3F0 -s/2)]- l l /(t-2)s D,Pt (I), 
t=• 
(67) 0: F_ 2 = s[rf.M(3ts + l)/2+9sD~M/2 ,.s(P1 (t) ~ Fo 
• -1 
+9(tD~Fo+ 0, F0 ))]- l l/(t-2)st+lD~Pt(t), 
t=3 
(68) 0: F_a = s(D!M(3ts + 1)/2 +6s~M +s(P1 (t) D! Fo +12tD~Fo 
p-1 




(69a) Dt M = -s + s/L, 
(69b) o;'M = s" / L 3 , 
From Tscberning and Rapp (1974, eq. (101)) and from eq. (36) we ruive 
p-1 
D,F1 = s•,{L• N)- l l/(t+l)st+lD,Pt(t), 
t =l 
p-1 
- I l/(t+l)St+l rt.Pt (t) 
t=a 
and hence, using eq. (56), we have 
(70) 0: F1 = s4 (2/(L 4 N') + 2/(L 2 N') + 2/(L3 N') 
+l/(L3 N') + 2/ (LN')+2;(L 2 N') +l/(N'L') + l/(N'L4 ) +3/(NL6 )) 
-•f' l/(t+l)st+l D~it(t) 
t=• 
·- 1 
+2/(LN 3 )+3/(NL")J- \ l/(t+l)st+l n'!P(t) 
t~• t 




(71) . n!F1 = s6 [12/(L"N')+6/(L.N3)+6/(L6N3) 
+8/(L.N 3 ) + 12/(L0 N') + 12/(L"N') +6/(L6 N 3 ) +6/(L"N•) 
+6/(L.N 4 ) +6/(L.N 1 ) +4/(L"N 3 ) +4/(L.N3 ) +2/(L3 N 3 ) 
+6/(LN 4) + 6/(L.N°) + 15/ (L7 N) +3/(L6 N') +3/(L"N°)1 
P-1 
- l l/(L+l)st+lDtPt(t) 
t =• 
= 3s6 [5/(L' N) +5/(L6 N') + 6/(L4 N 3 )+4/(L6 N 3 ) +6/(L 0 N 4 ) 
+6/(L3 N') +2/(L4 N 4 ) +2/ (L3 N 3 ) +2/(LN") +3/(L6 N.)] 
, -i 
- ) l/(t+l)st+ 1 0:P(t) 
~. t 
t=• 
=3s6 [(5/ L" +((3 +5/L)/L4 + (( 2 +( 6+4/ L) / L) / L0 
+ (6+(6 +2/L)/L)/(NL)) / N)/N)/(NL)] 
Then we have from eq. (37), (where the superscript 0 again denotes that p= 0 in the 
equation for F1°) 
, -1 
(72) D,F0 = (-s/L+tD,F~+ F~)/s- l l/(t+2)st+ln,Pt(t), 
t=l 
p-1 
(73) n;'F1 = (-s"/L3+tD~F~+2D,F~)/s- L l/(t+2)st+lD~Pt(t). 
t=• 
, -1 




(75) V:F2 = (-15s'/L7 +t·D~F~+4D~F~)/s-) l/(t+2)st+lD~Pt(t), 
t;'< 
and finally the recursion algorithm (cf. eq. (39)): 
-(i-1)/s • D~F~_ 1 )/(i• s), 
where 
(77a) D,L = -s/L 
(77b) ~L= -s" /L3 
(77c) ~= -3s" / L" 
(77d) V:L=- 1ss• / L7 • 
Combining all the equations given in section 2 and 3, we are now able to compute 
the covariance functions of the quantities (1) - (14) corresp::mding to the degree-variance 
models 1, 2 and 3. The practical set up of the computations is described in the following 
oection. 
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4. The subroutine COVA X. 
For the computation of the covariances a FORTRAN IV subroutine 
named COVAX has been designed and tested on the IBM system/370 computer 
of the Ohio State University Instruction and Research Computer Center. Tests 
were carried out for all three degree-variances models, for all combinations of 
the quantities given by eq. (1) - (14) and for a representative sample of points 
P and Q outside the Bjerhammar-sphere. 
Fortunately a very good numerical control is available due to the fact, 
that the covariance functions where one of the quantities is the anomalous poten-
tial are harmonic functions. A numerical evaluation of the Laplace equation us-
ing eq. (15) will therefore give a result, which will indicate the order of the 
round off errors. We will in this way have a check of the numerical evaluation 
of all covariances between quantities given by eq, (1) - (14) In one point and by 
eq. (2). (5), (6). (12) and (14) in !he other. For the other covariance func-
tions only errors occurring while using these e.g. in least squares collocation 
may unveil programming errors. 
The tests showed, that !he :ronnd off errors ·depended on the complexity 
of the used degree-variance model. But only in extreme cases did f'he relative 
error exceed 10-s. This occurred when big values of kJ ( >500) were used in the 
model degree-variances (eq . (17)) and when the difference between the radius of 
the Bjerhammar-sphere and !he mean radius of the Earth was small (500 m). The 
round off errors did generally decrease for increasing altitude. However, when 
the subroutine was tested with one of the quantities k , = 1500 and with the points 
of evaluation both situated in a height of 250 km, overflow occurred. 
Thts was caused by applying the recursion formulae eq, (38). where 
In each recnrsion step a division with a quantity less than one (s = R, 2 /(r • r')) 
talces place. 
n was therefore decided to allow the use of the expression eq. (16) In 
high altitudes, but only carrying the summation up to some finite limit, The 
choice of summation limit and of the height In which this possibility should be 
used will depend on the numerical characteristics of the actual computer used. 
The following procedure may be used to choose these limits: 
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(A) Compute the values of the covariances which make up the Laplace 
equation for all quanti t ies given by eq. (1) - (14) in altitudes from 
e.g. Okm to lOOOkm in steps of 25km us ing P identic~l to Q; (~:=O). 
These values will show the magnitude of U1e error occurring while 
using the closed expressions. 
The he ight in which the value of the Laplace equation exceeds e.g. 
the value obtained at the surface of foe Earth or in which overflow 
occurs may then be chosen as the "criUcal height", hu:i:o 
(B) Compute in the height some kilometers below hou the same covar-
iance quantities usmg the closed expressions and eq. (16) with vary-
ing summation limits. The summation limit may then be chosen by 
requiring that the difference between the values obtained using the 
closed expressions and the finite series is of the same numerical 
magnitude as the error observed when evaluating the Laplace equa-
tion using the closed express ion. 
The .final version of COVAX (which Is listed in the appendix) Includes the 
possibility for the use of the finite series. The subroutine wlll therefore (besides 
the specification of the degree-variance model, etc.) require the specification of 
a logical variable LSUl\I, which is true in case eq. (16) will have to be used and 
false otherwise. It furthermore requires the specification of the value of h-.;ir; 
and of the summation limit. 
The computations require in all cases the specification of three different 
kinds of quantities 
the radius of the Bjerhammar-sphere, Rb, the model degree-vari-
ances 01 (T, T), the degree-variance corrections al (T, T), (cf. eq. 
(16) ), the values of LSUM, hux and the summation limit. 
the kind of quantities between which the covariances are to be com-
puted, and 
the coordinates of ~be points P and Q in which the quantities are 
evaluated and (in some cases) the reference gravity. 
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The subroutine has been designed accordingly, having three par~s, each 
with a separate entry (COVAX, COVBX, COVCX). (A reader unfamiliar with 
terms such.as "subroutine", "entry", etc. should consult e.g. IBM (1973, p. 96) ). 
The subroutine requires the specifications to be given in ~he following way 
(where all specifications labelled "a", "b'' , 11c 11 must be done before the call of 




The degree-variance model is specified by giving the degree-variance 
model number (1, 2, or 3). 
The model degree-variances are specified by givin~ the value of At 
(cf. eq. (17) ) in units of (m/sec) 4 , of ko for model 2 and of k, and 
k3 for model 3. The subroutine uses fixed values for ko (= - 2) and 
k1 (= -1). The choice of these quantities are in principle arbitrary, 
but the values have given good result in the analytic represen~aHon of 
empirical covariance functions, (cf. Tscherning and Rapp (1974, sec-
tion 6) ). The subroutine requres k, and k3 to be positive ( > O) when 
used. The lower summation limit p of eq. (20) has therefore been 
fixed to 3 In the subroutine. 
The radius of the Bjerhammar-sphere Is specified by giving 
where R, haa been chosen to 6371. O km. 
(a-4): For the degree-variance corrections thllre are three possibilities: 
(I). A number of degree-variance corrections are used (maximal degree N). 
These are generally not known and will d~pend on the· actual values speci-
fied In (a-1) - (a-3). What Is known is.on the other hand \he empirical 
anomaly degree-variances at the surface of t.he Earth, 
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t•• So 
These will have to be transferred to COVAX together with the value 
of Nl = N + 1. The subroutine will compute the degree-variance 
corrections in units of (m/sec)4 asing 
R.2 • 10-10 Ot (6g, 6g) 
(t - 1) 2 
for t > 2 and with O',t(6g, 6g) in units of mgal2 • 
- a,i(T, T) 
For t='2, we simply use the same expression with the model degree-
variance equal to zero. All terms of degree 0 and 1 are supposed to 
be equal to zero. 
(II). No degree-variance corrections are used. This is indicated by assign-
ing the variable N 1 the value of the summation limit p (= 3). 
(Ill). The degree-variance corrections of order up to an inclusive N are equal 
to minus the value of the model degree-variances. A representation of 
a local covariance function may be obtained in this way (cf. Thid (1974, 
section 9) ). A logical variable LOCAL :is used to indicate that this pos-
sibility has been chosen. (It must have assigned the value true in this 
case and false in cases (!) and (II) ) • 
(b-1): The kind of quantities between which the covariances is to be computed 
is specified by storing the values of.the equation numbers defining the 
corresponding linear functionals (eq. (1) - (14) ) in specific array ele-
ments, (cf. comment-statements included· in COVAX). 
(c-1): The coordinates of the points P and Q are specified indirectly by giving 
the sines and cosines to the latitude of P and Q and of their longitude 
difference 6 A. 
(o-2): The reference gravities of P and Q must be given in units of m/sec2 • 
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How the explicit specifications actually are done are described in all 
detail in the subroutine itself through comment-statements. In order to clarify 
the use of the subroutine, the transfer of information and allocation of storage 
space for arrays a program calling the subroutine has been included in the ap-
pendix together with an in- and output example. A flow-chart of the program 
Is shown in Figure 1. 
The program has been used for the computation of all covariance values 
in Table 6 and 7. The values given in the tables are shown with five digits be-
hind the decimal point. This will not in all cases correspond to the actual num-
ber of correct digits, but they are shown in order to facilitate the comparison of 
results obtaining using different computers or FORTRAN compilers. 
It should be noted, that the program uses a very simple expression for 
the reference gravity, namely 
y = GM/r2 • 
For actual production type computations other expressions for the refer-
ence gravity should be considered, including expressions with and without the con-
tribution from the rotation of the Earth. 
We will finally .mention, that Algof-procedures, corresponding to COVAX 
may be obtained on request from the Danish Geodetic Institute. 
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Figure l 
Flow-chart of the ca lling program. 
The following logical variables determines the flow: 









:}logical variables, true when quantities input simultaneously are 
_ the last specification, which wil l be input within the program-loop. 
false 
true 
Specif. of degree-va riance mo e an 
empirical anomaly de gree-variances, LAST 1 
Output: 
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Table 6a, Table of covariances between quantHies evaluated a~ points PandQat 
the surface· or the Ear~h, having spherical dis~ance IJ,J and an azimuth of zero degreea 
tr om p t.o Q. The degree- variance model recommended by Tscherning and Rapp 
(1974, table 7) with cr2 (6g, 6g) = 7. 5 mga.12 was used. 
QuanUf:y given by equation: 
"' 
(3) (4) (5) (8) 
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0 l '> . 00 ) (14h . 4(-..9<.,q l . ;>9C,RC 2 .091 1 n -4S.7Rt,;.1.,1 
n 17 . 5n 94 1. 1-nqnM " · 13473 0 . 80'>34 - 34 . l '>740 
o 20 . nn 9l·4 . } 43f..7 -0 ,. 4} 3CH· O. In:; I -2A . 636?2 
0 ?2.50 9()7 . 43'i?') - f" . h73')1 - 0 .1 6976 -21 . 3~4Y4 
o 2s . nn FIA5 . ~79"-f1 -(". 14()(ll. - 0 . 34?"«P -17 , 43<.'.>7 
0 27 . 50 A31 . 9><43:( - 0 . 831 ' I - o . 43:?02 -1 4 . 5)405 
(\ ?o . no R0 !.7h6'7 - c.~?7c;~ - 0 . 47202 - l?.7."::>7 70 
0 32 . 5'1 774 .1 ~~.,q -0 . "13\h -o. 41=!.t....49 -1 0 .4Al ~3 
0 ?5 . 00 74e1 0 Af.~un - (' . 1F-73= - 0 . 4H)O I-< -<,.05~t-6 
n 31 , -;n 725.4Q4f:9 - 0 . 74630 - 0 . 4f,Pf>r - 7 . Y"3~6 
0 4Q . nn -103 . f.P7A7 - {' . 7f'~ ?<:- - 0 .4 '> 1 10 
- o . 95 1 ' " 
0 42 . Sn "~~ . 64'ih., -0 . 1-7047 - o . 43103 -h.1 5807 
0 45.no A64 , 79?75 -C . f>?3h/. - Q . 4(l<;9(' - 5 . 49(1'.":5 
l o.o 572.74}AO - 0 . 4 5 15 1 -0. 292HO - 3 . 05700 
l ?o . nn 452 . 6~f>43 - <' . 7i:..on; - 0 .1 52 17 -1. 3011'> 
? n . o 315 . 5.;i;nn - fl .1 54lh - O . OH4 1 ~ - 0 . 7 0 12'1 
3 o . n 779 , HA4'J7 -r . 07 I'> I -o . n21-<,1- -0 . 2e20:> n .1 1.i4o5 
o.n 7?. 1. 603f\4 -0 . 03AR5 -o . 0059 1 - 0. 1 43~7 0 . 0\!')4 1 
" 
0 . 0 1 ~ ]. ~~7.07 -f. 0237.L 0 . 00;, 14 - 0 . 0R;<,7 0 . 0'>42R 
in n. o A6 . 14~('7 - 0 .00375 o . 0097h -n. 0 1450 O. 00Y07 
15 o . n 4fi . 0k24l -r. 001:;; Q.1)07 1 (' - 0 . 00'.>01 0 . 003 16 
75 o.o ~ . 3')914 - 0.0009 1 0 . 00 190 - 0 . 00 150 O. OOOH l 
:: 5 o. n - H. 54A-f4 -r . 0010 1 -0. 0(']4f - 0 . 00('1 ~ r . 00021 
"' 
o. n -1 5 . 3·/G.()R -0. 000YH -0.00:123 - o . ono?o 0 . 00006 
">5 o . n - 1 ') . RG3"'-~ -r.OOO >l) -0 . 00~71 - 0 . 000;,2 - 0 . 00003 
'5 0 . 0 -1 :? . 44 5 14 -0 . 00053 -0.00370 - 0.000 16 - 0 . 0000 7 
75 o . n -O.Q 4f.49 -r . 00071 -0. 0070'> - o.no00:; - 0 . 00009 
·5 o . o -l.fl 'i7hfl 0 . nnooq - 0.00075 0 , 0000H - o . 00008 
"'> o . n 3 . ARl)47 P . 000:1 1 0 . 0004" - 0 . 000 14 0.00006 
l ': 'l o.o f> . Q43fl7 n . 00042 o . 001 3 7 -0.000 l i\ 0 . 00003 
l I > 0.n 7 . f-R9f.O 0 . 0004) 0. ('(II 1: - 0.00C• I Y - (' . ('(>00 1 
l;..=j 0 . 0 h.1700 1 0 . 00079 o . no1s1 - 0 . 000;>0 - 0 . 00004 
1:-~ o, n 2 . P.A4:-7 c . noooc o . 00r96 - (•. OO C'l "1 - r· . 0POO~ 1., o . o -1. 437f>4 - 0 , 00016 0. 0()(')()7 - 0 . 000 1<; - 0 . 0('0 l l 
I'' o .n - 'i .7 ClRk 4 - f.O f\0 4( - 0 . 00Cll"f-. - (l . 00('} .... - r· . 000 14 
''' 
o .o -9 . 3 11 '" . - (1 . (\(l(l')H - Q,00]A3 - 0 . 00011 - 0 . 0M lo 1·,.., 0.0 -l!. 7A377 -( . 000f..C.. - 0 . 0(l?('li - fl . {1(l(l] 7 - 0 . oro t 6 
1 -~ n . n -t1. 51h74 - n. npn10 - o. 1)0::>1 ::\ - n . n110 1h - 0 . 0f'n lt. 
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Table 6b. Table of covariances be tween quantities evaluated at points P and Q at 
the surface of the Earth, having spherical distance IP and an azirriuth of zero degrees 
from P to Q, The degree-variance model recommended by Tscherning and Rapp 
(1974, table 7) with a. (6g, 6g) = 7. 5 rngal2 was used. 
Quantity given by equation: 
l/J C~J (11) (12) (13) (14) E" E' E" E• 
0 o . n ::s..;, t. ~ 0 A:-S'::Sfl, '.1'J4;. . 6'.">3"/f:, 7h?o6 . '17.94'"> ><H') . 'j 7')6L.. 26'->f> . "('~7L..oj 
() 2.?0 - ?-41 . 5 ! 4 -,: .... lf\4/.01-' fH~) - ~ 1 4 . '-14444 - 7b . 944h4 1 0r-i-. . 2ro 1 o 
0 s.nn - ??? . 4'.:'-4?3 ?-?9 . 5?0()7 -IAO. 0?3R7 - 73.03lf.JH 4 ~?. 02Y~~2 
0 7. sn - 11.+,;; 0 7P440 17'" 2qo" - 94 , h l 7>? - >1.1 401>• 'i'?I:- . O~-/H~ 
0 10. 00 - 41 . 4094" 1 n7 . 4t.,6?.4 - 56 . '7669 - 3> .35476 i:; 7 . 5n31o9 
0 12 . 50 -A2 . 67Qh'"i Ah . Fin4n < - 37 , <:l?O? - 75 . 4::>7~0 ',? . 0'.· 407 
0 l ? . 00 - 4').247.10 4A . 74167 - 26 . <19A4 - :i.'7 . 07S3'J f>:i . f.7?. 6 1 
0 17.50 - 34 . 1771 3 34 . 4H'St:i: -19.4 009"( -14. 77":JL..4 i."-l ,. ()~ 4h 0 
0 20 . 00 - 26 . 6h413 26 . 40 103 -J4, g024 1 -I I . 7?871 38 . 01454 
O· 72 . 50 - 2 1. 3'>77 1 20 , Rl?HI -l l. -IR?56 - "1 . ?n -, ·12 :o . 2 •,;r, ·1 
0 25 . 00 - 1 7 . 47'i l 4 16. H02 l K - 9 . '>4047 -7 . Y2Y40 24 . 6 166 1 
0 77. oo -l 4 . 5512k 1 ?- . H?49t- -7. 87 15k -6.67! !< 1 ?0 . ~C:.41-\9 
0 30 .. 00 -1 7 . ?.Y':i74 ll. 55A 15 - 6 . 59H33 - 5 . 69117 17 . 15473 
0 : 2 . 50 -1 n . 57n1 ?- <1 . 744 ] ~ - 5 . 6055r· -4 . 90Hl9 14,61562 
0 35 . 00 - 4 . ng7HH H, 395 75 - 4 . A16A4 - 4 . 7740 1 12 . ;9027 
0 ?7 . 50 - 7 . Q4lL.5 1 . ?h9~L. - 4. I RO<P - 3 . 7':>462 ) fl . 114Yfl4 
0 1.+o . on - f., . qHH79 6 . 34938 - 3.65930 - 3 . 32296 Y, 603!2 
n 42 . 50 -6.] ti4Hq > . 5PHB;o - 3 . 22771 - 2 . 96r71 b , 4h?03 
0 4 5 . 00 - ?.'>/650 4 , 95327 -2. A6630 
- 2 . 653ll2 7 . 54658 
I o . o - = . nF<~n5 ? . 6808 ~ -1. 56!>9 1 -l. 5 171ti 4 . l,444 
I 30 . 00 -1. 3:\l ~>i 1.109!! - o . 6525> - 0 . 6745~ 1 . 75651 
2 o . o - 0 . 7?0?7 r. . ,H64S - 0 . 34? 4 5 - 0 . 31:~0 0 ,. 9407H 
3 o . o -o . zg!t">9 0.23655 - 0.1 3399 - 0 . 15 ~h4 0 . 3H333 
4 o . n -n . l "i?H7 P.1 ?4 1 l ' - O. Ot6 70 - C! . OH.t..~?o ( 1 . 2()064 
5 o . o - o . oqn67 o . 0"/5"16 - 0.03Al5 - 0 . 05167 o .1 2n99 
IO o . o -0.01707 0 . 0 J7 Rr -o. 0()6:,:i.-, -0 . 01(1~:, 0 . 02544 
15 o . n - 0 , 00676 n . nnH34 -0. 00250 -0 . 00414 0 . 0 106 7 
25 o . n - 0 . nr:;nA n .. 0033i. - 0.00 129 - 0 . 00 14'> n . oo3tn 
3'; o . o - n . nn,44 o . 00 163 - 0 . 00 11 3 - o . ooo~o 0 . 00205 
4 5 o. n -(l . 002 ?I o . 0007'· -0. 00100 - 0 . 000i2 ( 1 . 0C- 12'+ 
55 o . o -n.onpi7 o . 00021 - 0 . 000 79 - 0 . 000h; o . ooo·rn 
o . o -0.0 0 1: 0 -r·. 000 11 - o-. 00057 - n . nnon 1 (1,. ()\,047 
o.o - o . 00070 - 0 . 000?9 -o. 00021 - 0 . 00059 o . 00 0 22 
o . o -C'. Ofln 12 - 0.000 3': 0.00007 -0.000;0 - 0 . 00013 
0 . 0 - o . 00079 0 . 00033 0 . 000 17 -0.00025 -o . oon2H 
o . o - o . n0nc, ~ (1 . 000?£. 0 . 000 15 - 0.00006 - 0 . 000 16 
o . 0 - o . nnot.1-1 0 . 000 12 0 . 00017 -0 . 00004 - 0 . 000 18 
o . o - n .. 00n74 - r .0000° 0 . 0CW<n -0 . 00004 
-0.00020 
o . o -o . nn 1n4 - 0 . 000 I H -o. 0000 1 -0.0000 5 - 0 . 00023 
o . o - n . n0n7n - (I . Ol103: 
-0. 0001 1 - o. nnno·r -<•. 0002~ 
o . o - n . nnnt.1.o ;...o. nno1.+? -0. 00070 - 0 . 000flH -o.0onn 
o . o -o .. n"nt-J - 0 . 0000: -0,000'?H 
- 0 . 00COY -(l ,. 00027 
o . o - 0 . 00'l'iA -n. nno')H - 0 . 0003/ -0 . 00010 - o.onn?.k 
o . n -0 . ()('lfll.oH - ( ' . (l(l(l"lf- -o. ono:<\: ... - (\.(l(l('t) fl -c1. c1no71-1 
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5. Reflections over the choice of covariance function 
In Tscherning and Rapp (1974) a specific covariance function is recommended 
(degree-variance model 2 Or the present report, (Rb /Rr )'2 = 0. 999617, Jf 0 = -2, 
k1 = -1, ~ = 24 and~ /a, a = 425, 24 mgal2 ). Auto-covariance values for the 
quantities defined in eq. (3) - (5) and (8) - (14) are tabulated in Table 6a,b for vary-
ing spherical distance ip. 
The covariance function was chosen, so that it, in between several models, gave 
the best representation of different kinds of empirical free-air gravity anomaly data 
(a global 1° mean anomaly covariance function, the mean square variation of the 
point anomalies, etc.). 
But will the covariance functions of other quantities be appropriately repre-
sented by expressions derived from the recommended model? Unfortunately, this 
can not be answered at present, because no globaly distributed samples of gravity 
dependent quantities other than gravity anomalies are available. 
In Ibid. (section 9) it is explained, how a local covariance function may be repre-
sented by removing a number of the lower order degree-variances and by choosing a 
value for the constant A1 (in eq. (17)) so that the empirically determined mean square 
variation of the local anomalies and the value derived from the 'model' covariance 
function becomes idetitical. 
Such a local covariance function eq. (78a) was determined for the State of Ohio, 
U;S.A., (cf. Tscherning (1974, page 25) ). 
(78a) cov(T,, Tq) = ~ f8!. 8 mgal•)·R.2 st+! P (cosrp) 
tf-aos ( l -1) (t-2) (t+24) t ' 
(R,, /11<)• = o. 9996 
In Sruthern Ohio measurements of second order horizontal derivatives have been 
carried out in a little more than 300 points (Badekas (1967) ). The following quantities 
were observed: 
(~r W)/r, (D1r W)/(cosq>;r), (D~ W)/r° - (Dx W)/(cos•rp. r•). and 
2•(n°MJ) W)/(cosq>• r°) or equivalently the correspo;,ding derivatives (or linear com-
bination of derivatives) of the anomalous potential, T. 
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Covariance functions between any of these latter quantities will be azimuth 
dependent, so they can not be used directly for the estimation of empirical covar-
iance functions. But the two quantities, 
(D~ T)/r and <Dxr T)/(r ·cos¢) 
may for each two points of observation be split into a longitudinal and a .t:ransversal 
component in the same manner as done for deflections of the vertical (Cf. Tscher-
ning and Rapp (1974, figure 2) ). Doing this, it was possible to compute three local, 
empirical covariance functions, namely the auto- covariance functions of the longi-
tudinal and transversal components and the cross-covariance function between the 
components. The covariat:.•;e values were obtained (after first having subtracted the 
mean values from the two basic quantities separately) by computing the mean values 
of all products of quantities observed in points having a spherical distance falling 
• , 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 
wi~n one of the sample intervals (0-2 , 2-12, 12 - 2 2, etc.). 
The empirical values are shown in the figures 2a, b, and c. 
Using the covariance function given by eq. (78a) corresponding covariance values 
were computed. They are shown in ffg. 2a, b, c as well, and it appears that the val-
ues are significantly different. The 'model' mean square variation of the anomalies 
ts much bigger than the empirical and the 'model' auto-covariance values have a 
much faster decrease than the empirical values. 
We may then hope, that we by varying the parameters determining the 'model' 
covariance function will arrive to a model, which gives a better fit to the empirical 
data. A decrease in the radius of the Bjerhammar-sphere, for example, will re-
duce both the variation of the point gravity anomalies and the variation of the second 
order derivatives. The effect will be relatively bigger for the second order deriva-
tives than for the gravity anomaly. Hence, by simul taneously increasing the constant 
A of eq. (17) and decreasing the radius of the Bjerhammar-sphere we may hold the 
mean square variation of the gravity anomalies fixed and arrive to a proper value for 
the mean square variation of the two second order derivatives we have regarded. 
Changing the ratio (R> /R,f from 0. 9996 to 0. 9994 and A.fR~ from 82 to 100 mgal" we 
arrived to a model covariance function, which then at least has consistent values for 
the two mean square variations. Covariance values derived from this final model 
covariance function (7~b) are shown in fig. 2a, b, and c as well. 
cov(T., To) = f (IOO mgal3 -CR,") •st+!Pt(cosl/>). 
t=•o• (t- 1)(£- 2)(t+24) 
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Figure 2a, b, c. Local empirical and 11model11 covariance values for the lon-
gitudtonal and transversal components of the quantities given by eq, (8) and (9). 
'°" 
Fig, 2a, Autoco~ariance values of the long!-
tudional components. 
++ empirical values (Southwest Ohio) 
values computed using the function (78a) 
-<>- values computed using the function (78b), 
'i' T + +' + -t T _1- + 
Fig. 2b, Autocovarlance values of the trans-
versal components. 
Legend as for Fig, 2a, 
+ 
+ 
fO' + lO' 
Fig. 2c. Crosscovariance values for the long!-
tudional and the transversal components. Only 
the empirical values are shown, because the 
10• 
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other functions are 0, 
t 
By describing this small investigation we wish to call attention to the compli-
cated problem of deriving covariance functions, which sufficiently well represent 
the actual variations of tl1e gravity field. 
Let us finally regard three covariance functions, each using a different degree-
variance model (eq. (17), i = l, 2, and 3) , each having the same corresponding mean 
square variat ion of the point anomalies of 1795 mgal2 and each giving a reasonable fit 
to the empirical degree- variances of order 3 to 20, (cf. Tscherning and Rapp (1974, 
Table 5) ) • The parameters which remain to be fixed are then for all three models 
the radius Hi, (or equivalently the ratio s = (Rb2 /"&2 ) ), for model 2 in addition the 
Integer k.i and for model 3 in addition the integers ~ and k3 • By varying these 
parameters we then arrived to the values given in Table 7a (the covariance functions 
A, B, and D). (The values for model 2 are naturally identical to the values given in 
Ibid. (Table 7) ) • 
In each model the contribution from degree t to the variance of the anomalies 
la equal to 
A a ' 1 R 2t+4 ~<t- 1> rr -<t•k > ·<~> . J=O j .L\{ (79) 
~ In order to make the terms of degree greater than 20 add up to the same figure 
(1'195mgal2 minus the sum of the degree-variances of orders less than and equal to 
llCl (Ibid. (Table 5) ) ), the radius of the Bjerhammar-sphere will have to be the smal-
lest for model 1 and the biggest for model 3 (as it a lso appears from Table 7a). 
Table 7a. Quantities defining the covariance functions (A) - (D), (cf. eq. 


























•Model D used with LSUM true, t. .. = 25km and the summation limit 
equal to SOO. 
Table 7b. Mean square variations of different quantities for varying height 
computed using four different covariance functions, defined by t.he constants 
given In Table 7a. 
Quantity given by equation: 
Height Cov. I (1) I (3)° I (4) I (6) km fct. m• mgal2 Ea (arc sec)2 
0 • h06.'?A?f.? 1795 . 07333 54 8 . 3 7 >< 73 4 3 . 4? l ;i-/ 
0 
" 
97h . t;'43-/ 1 1 79': . O('t-t,i:~ -/ 0~ 4.':1 '1~?M 4 5 . :-Hn i..,1-1 
0 ( D . 3 l 'i7? l 5 l 9 . 620M/ 7 ~H 4. 41'2) 5 34 . 53H20 
0 0 1 304 .4 1-1044 179!> . or29' H995 . 0n l 3:; 47.b o? 'A 
10 • Al10 .441~ '5 Jn M . 537QG 96 . 5337~ 25. Pb5?.5 10 R 9 ]7 . 6497A 93} . 9C 1 l :::>t- 79 . J 5o?"I 2h . Oh/ttb 
10 c Jl.B 'i n5 666 .4350? 7 9 . (14 k()4 15 . 5547 1 
10 0 ]?QJ.66" ?? J09C.R G6tl- 64. 79 ?7~ 3 J. 9 11 58 
10 0 • 559 . 4'iA3l ?Ofl,.Af'l6Jh 0.799A? 7. 2V62 J OO R p.4q • .:;r.34 1 ?q:- . oj.ta?~ 0.10:;00 11.14769 
10 0 c 4 .73447 l OJ.413 0 1 0 . 6359? 2 . 60397 
J OO IJ )1 9 1. R?l57 40fi..6910~ 0.19;.4 2 15 .764 14 
2'i0 • 5()A , 34093 7 9 . 1115£' 4 0 . 06446 3 . 99956 ?50 R 760. 7 :,5 19 1 3P . 99(14<- O. OA271 6 . 1-14"14 4 
250 c 1.36335 Jo. l OROn 0.0503 1 0 . 5 1966 
25 0 D 1059.7'i4~4 704 . ~46?:- O. J 062H J0, 075e3 
500 • 44 3 ,. c17q1-.A 34 . 3~4J5 O.O OA94 2 .46 5 15 500 R 64fJ.. 1-15 4 7~ f.l... 0~9 8 ( 0. 0 !45H 4 . 2906 1 
sno c o . ??? 16 ]. 9 J4 H3 o . nn341 0 . 06475 
500 J l •92.75775 97.46 A5 J 0.0 206 1 6 . 3fJ.6~5 
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Table 7b. (cont) 
Quantity given by equation: 
Height J Cov. I (8) I (10) I (12) I <;:J km fct. E• E• E• 
0 A ?7? . 54,4h ?74. 7':>40? 70S . h4H0 1 f.H . 54H53 
o f\ ~l:i3H . :":}~q:•l ~'-14:0 . h":-31t- ?656 . 7?9 4 ' HH~ 0 57~ f>4 
0 r. 353A . ?.94('1 1 3543 . 5f:.'"l':>i1 ?656 . 6li.,60 H85 . 56 ] 2:, 
o 11 4494 . ?f.7ln 444~ . f< .. 57] 3373 . 15?9 1 l l 24 . 3H ?i 5 
10 A 47 . 75fl3? 4h . 448 4 6 36. ?03h6 l ? . Ob74 1 
10 
" 
39 . ?f'7~() 3~ .7l fl37 29 . hP.f:.74 9 . H95 l 0 
I 0 c 39 . 1 6"i0:;\ 39 . 6494('1 29 . h4'5 l 6 9 . HH 14 3 
I O n 37 . 0';0H9 3? . 523 1f 24 . 30 ! 5H ~ . 09'1'94 
100 • n. 37P.<14 o .409' 7 0. 300 Al 0 .1 0 01 5 100 H n . 37A7h r . 3~2Yf' 0 . 2049{ 0 . 08~ 14 
100 r. 0 . 30 1 ~0 0 . 32 4 ?3 0 . 23HAO o . OH56 
100 ll r . 3A77? n. 411 2 l 0. 299 ? 5 0 .09<-;i 4 H 
250 A n . O?H4? 0 . 034!-? 0 . 0?. l. 5H 0 . 008 13 
?50 A· o. n:.i;~q r . 0 4 5? r· 0. 03 17 ? 0 . 0 10 4 7 
250 c n. 0?3 1 4 0 . 0?598 0.01 H9 ? o . 00630 
250 n n. 0 4 5 J c:;i r. 05i:\O l. 0 . 04090 0 . 0 ) 3 4 9 
50 0 A 0. 00353 0 .00533 0. 003 55 0. 0 0115 
500 H O. Ot"5f.7 t . OOHH l 0. 005H? O. OO l H9 
50 0 c n. 00 154 0 . 00 17H o . 00 1 ?9 n . 0004 3 
500 n n . 00 11<"" 0 . 0 1?5 <- o. n_ofl ? ~ 0.00 1 ~1 
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Without considering the magnitude of the radius of the Bjerhammar-sphere, 
one would conclude, based on the difference in the behaviour of the degree-var-
iances for increasing degree, that the mean square variation of the second order 
derivatives would be much smaller using model 3 than model 1. However, from 
Table 7b and 7c it appears, that this is not the case. The mean square variation 
of the second order derivatives derived using the covariance function labeled A, 
(and which uses degree-variance model l), has the smallest values. This is due 
to the dampening effect of the quantity (R, /R,)a in eq. (79). 
We have furthermore in Table 7b and 7c tabulated the values of the mean 
square variations for different second order derivatives at different heights. 
Note, that for high altitudes (where only the low order harmonics have an effect),_ 
the three models give approximately the same values. The \'alues derived from 
another covariance function (labeled C) can also be found in the tables . This co-
variance function is a local 20'th order covariance function corresponding to the 
global covariance function B. It is, for-this local covariance function, interest-
ing to see bow little the mean square variations of the second order derivatives 
differ from the values derived using the covariance function B. 
(We will in this connection call attention to the investigations of the height 
variations presented in Reed (1973, section 4) which are based on a degree-
variance model similar to model 2 of this report). 
We have seen in this section bow differently the four different covariance 
functions may represent the variations of the gravity field at the surface of the 
Earth and anyway be similar at high altitudes. Hence, for some purposes we 
may be quite uncritical in our choice of covariance function, and for some pur-
.poses we may discover. that we are not able to find an appropriate model. 
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6. Conclusion 
In this report we have derived covariance functions of second and lower order 
derivatives of the anomalous potential and a FORTRAN IV subroutine for their nu-
merical evaluation is documented. The knowledge of these covariance functions is 
a necessity for many geodetic applications of these derivatives. 
The covariance functions are given through the specification of different pro-
perties and parameters (rotational invariance, the behaviour of the degree-var-
iances when the degree goes to infinity, the radius of the Bjerhamrnar-sphere, etc.). 
It is hoped , that it, in between the here discussed set of covariance functions, may 
be possible to find global and local models representing the actual variations of the 
gravity field. For the further study of this point, observations of second order deri-
vatives must be carried out in regions with different geological and topographical 
conditions. 
However, a covariance function (of equivalently a norm in a Hilbert space of 
harmonic functions), may be chosen only of numerical reasons. Hence, a covar-
iance functions may be useful even when it does not represent the actual variations 
of the gravity field. It usefulness will depend on e.g. the quality of the predictions 
obtained using the function. 
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C TESl OF COVARJANf.F. FUNCTION SlJBROUT I NES, PROGHAMMEO BV C.f..TSCHERNlfltG, 
C OEP.GEOOETIC SC.!Ef'.1CE, OSlJ ANO GEODAtTISK INSTITUT,KOF.BENHAVN JUNE 75. 
C RF.FERENCF. S: 
c CAI TSCHERNING,r:.r:.: r.nvARJAl>lf.E EXPRESSIONS FOH $Er.ONO /IND LOWER OROF.H 
C OF.HIVATIVES OF THF. AN(l,...Al.f•l•S POTENT l .6L, REl'ORTS OF lHE OEP. OF 
C GF.OOET JC SC I Hlf.E lll(l. 225, 1 <HS . 
c 
IMPLICIT RF.AL *A IA-H,0-ZloLOGICAL IL) 
COMMON /01(.0V/C 1112), Ck! 51 ), S IGMA(ll 3{10 ), S IGMh( 300 1 ,HriAX,KI ( 251 ,Nl, 
•NZ, lOCAL. LSUM 
C THE COMMON ARF.6 I S USED FOR THE TRANSFER OF DATA TO AND FROM THE SUB-
C ROIJTTNF. COVAX, 
OJMEN SIUN COVI Jfll, 71,KPI 7 l,K017 J,H P I 71,HO l 71 
*, K X ( 3 I, KY I 3 I , IP I 3 I , I 0 I 3 ) , l Al 3 I , SM I 200 l I 
DATA G~l, RE/3,qfHll4, h37) , 0['13/ 
*, oo. 01, 021l'. non. t. noo. 2 . 0001. P 1 /3. 141592653 5001 
C RE IS THE MEAN RAl) J t1S OF TtiE EARTH AND C.M IS THE PRODUC T OF THE GRAV l-




10 FORMAT I ' OTEST OF COVARIANCE FUNCTION SUBROUTINES, VERS. JUNE 75. 1 , 
•/ / 1 1 CClVARIA NCES J)ETh"EEN OUANTITlES OF KIND KP,KO ARE COMPUTED. '• 
•/, 1 THE KINDS At-40 CORRESPl•NOJ~G UNITS ARE AS FOLLOWS: (E:EOTVOS 1 
.. '):.' /, 
*' tl) THE t-IETGHT ANOt.tALY HlETE~ S ), 1 2) Tt-IE NEGAT I VE R/IDlAL DER- 1 ,/ 
*•' IVATIVE OJVIOED BY THE RADIAL DISTANCE IEl, ( 3 1 THE GRAVITY•,/, 
•• ANOMALY 1w;1iu. (41 THE RAO IAL C>ERJVAT I VE OF (31 lEI . 151 THE•,/ 
*'SECOND ORDER RAOIAL OEIUVATJVf IEJ, (hJ,17) THE LATITUDE dNO•,/, 
*' THE LO 'llG ITU DF. C:OMPONENT~ OF- T~E DEFLECTIONS OF THE VERTICAL ' ,/, 
•• fARCSECO NOSJ , !AJ,191 TJ-IE OER IV ATl\IES OF 13 1 I ~ NORTHERN ANO •, /, 
*' EASTERN OIRECl JCN, RESPECTIVELY IE J, f 101, I JU THF. DERIVATIVE',/ 
*•'OF 12) If~ THE SAKE OJRl:'CTIONS IEJ, flZl-1141 THE SECOND ORDER •, 
*I•' OERIVAlJVl: S JN t'(IRlHER~, INtlRTHERN,EASTE R.N I ANO EASTERN•,/, 
*'DIRECTIONS, RESPECTIVELY IEl. 1 ,//1 
C INPUT OF THE VALUE OF A LOGlCAL VARIABLE, LTE ST, TRUE WHEN TEST OUT-
t PUT lS NEEOF.D. 
REA015.JllLTEST 
11 FORMATIL21 
C INPUT OF OUANTITIF.S SPECIFY ING THE DEGREE-VARIANCE MClOF.L TO BE USED IN 
C THE FOLLOWING SEOlJH1CE: Tt-IE ~t. T JO BETWEF.N AN ArJOPTF.O BJERHAMMAR-SPHERE 
C RADIUS I RS) A•"O RE, SOUt.RF.O, Tt-f E OUMHJTY A( I) IN REf(A I . EO. I 171, DI-
C VJOF.: 0 BY RB**2 IN UNITS OF MG/IL**2• TH E INTEGERS K12l,K l 31 OF EC. 
C 11711 WHEN APPll f.ARLF. , OTt-fERWI SF. A ZERO, THE VALUE OF A LlJGICAL VARI-
( ABLE, LOCAL. TRUl=,Wh f:N 11-'C OEGREE-V/IRl.6NCES llP TO-ANO INCLUSIVE DEGREE 
C N ARF ZERn ANO FAL SE WHF.N H W Jl<ICAL dNO,..ALY OE<iREE-VARJANCES UP TO 
C OROER N WILL RE l NPllT, Tt-fE INl EGE R N, THE INTEGER KT EOllAl TO THE 
c OEGREF.-VARIA~CF. MOnEL Nll~· f'ER 11.2 OR 31. THF. VALUE oi:: THE LOGICAL 
C V/IRJtiRLF LSUM, 1./HJCti IS TRUE WHEN A FINITE LEGEf\IORE SERIES ll"IAXIMAL 
C OEGRF.F 2000 1 MUST ~F USEO FOR THE EVALUA TI ON rn: COVARldNCES IN AL TI-
C TllDES GRF.ATHFR THA~ H"'1AX ANO fiTHERlol f SE EOUdL TO FAL SE . THE VALUE OF 
C NZ ll.IHJ Ct-1 MU S T AE LF.SS THAN OR EOUAL TO 20DOI, THE V4LUt: OF THE HEIGHT 
C HMAX IN METFRS, AN fl FIN/ILLY THE VALUE OF LASTl, TRUE, WHEN THE LIST 
C OF INPUT PARAMET ERS IS THE LdST ONE. 
c 
100 REAr>f 5, 9) S, fr. , KI I 3 ) ,Kl f 4 ), LOCAL,N . KT ,LSUM,N2,HMAX,LAST1 
q FORMAT I 21>14. 7, 215,L?, 215, LZ, 15, 0 14, 7, L2 I 
IF INZ.LT.21 I./')"' 2 
IF IN?.r.T.?flfll I N2 c 2000 
N2 = N7.+l 
Kll51 = KT 
WRITE ( b. 12 Is I A, I( I ( 3). I( I ( 4 I. N. I( T 
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12 FORMt\T( 1 0PARAMFHRS SPEClfY1NG THE MClOEl OEGREF.-VARIANCES:•,t, 
*' S,A = 1 ,2014.7.t,• KO-K3,N,KT= -2 -l',415/I 
IF flSllM) WR!lF.f6,6)HMAX 0 f\12 
6 HJRMATI 1 WHEN THE HEIGHT OF ONE OF THF. POINTS OF EVALUATION IS ABO 
•VE 1 ,014.7, 1 MfltRS 1 ,/, 1 \.JILL THE COVARlllNCES P.E EVALUATED BY MEAN 
· •S. OF A LEGENDRE SERIES HAVING 1, 15, 1 TERMS. 1 ) 
RB.2 = RE*RE*S 
LMOOEL = N. EO.O 
CIIB) = A*RB2•1.00-10 
ClflOI = S 
C CONVERTINC. THE CONSTA·\JT A INTO UNITS OF fM/SECl**4 ANO SUBSEQUENT 
·C STORING OF A ANO S IN THE ARR/>Y Cl ACCORDING· TO TH E SPECIFICATIONS 
C GIVEN I N COVAX, 
c 
IF IN.NE.OJ GO TO 101 
C N EOUAL TO ZERO IMPLIES, THAT ALL OEGREE-VARl/\NCES ARE EOUAL TO THE 
C MODEL UEGREE -VA R IANC.ES. THIS AGAIN IS EC.tJIVALENT TO HAVING THE OEGREE-
C VAl\J.ANCE S OF DEGREE 0.1.2 EO\lfll TO ZERO. I.E. THE COVARIANCE FUNCTION 
C USED IS A 2 1 -0RDER LOCA L COVARIANCE FUNCTION. 
LOCAL = • TRUL 
N • 2 
101 Nl = N+l 
C INPUT OF Et<1PIRJCAL ANOMALY DEGREE-VARIANCES IN UNITS OF MGAL••2. 
1Ff,NOT,LOCALlR f.AD f5,131fSIGMAOfll, I= 1, Nil 
13FORMAT(12F6 .~ l 
IF f,NOT.LDCALIWRITEf6.7)(SIGMAOf1), I= l, Nll 
1 FORMATl 1 EMµ IR IC.AL ANOMALY DEGREE-VARIANCES IN UNITS OF MGAL**2:', 
•J,25fl2F6.2/J) 
N2 o:: 2001 
CALL COVAXI SMI 
C THE ARRAY SM OCCURRING IN THE CALL OF COVAX IS USEr> TO STORE THE 
C OEGREE-VARIA /\JCES WHEN LSUM IS TRUE, THE DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY IS 
C TRANSFERRE D TO TH E SURROUTINE ttY MEANS OF THE VARIABLE N2 OCCURRING 
C JN THE COMMQN AREA /CMCOV/, 
c 
C CONVERSION OF ANOMALY OEGREE-\IARIANCES TO POTENTlliL-DEGREE-VARJANCES. 
WRITE16,8llSIGM O.O l l), I = 1. Nil 
8 FORMAT! 1 0MODEL UEGREE-VARJANCE CORRECTIONS: •,/,501611X1Dll 0 4),/)) 
KPP"'O 
KCO-=O 
INPUT OF OUANTITIES SPEC:IFYING THE OUTPUT TARLE. THE TABLE WILL CON-
C T Al N ,_11 Cf.lLIJMNS OF C:OVAR I ANCES OF KI NOS KP, KO I TO BE INPUT SUBSEOUE-
C NTLYI COMPUTED IN POINTS P AN[I U. EACH COLUMN WILL CONTAIN NCOV VALUES 
C CORRE S~ONO INC. TO 0 MOVING IN AN AZIMUTH !ALFA) IN STEPS OF LENGTH OT 
C IMINUTESI. THE SPECIFIC:ATICJN CONSIST Of l'JCOV, OT, ALFA IN OEG,,MJN., 
c SEC ANO A Lrn;JCAL. LAST2. WHICH IS TRUE \.IHEN THIS IS Hit: LAST SPECl-
c FJCATION FOR THE OEGRF.E-VARIAl\/CE MODEL llf\JUER CONSIOERATION. 
102 READ( 5, 14 )Nf.(lV, UT, JOEG, Ml N, SEC, LAST2 
14FORMATI15,f7.2,J'l,J;<,F6.2,L2l 
CALL RAD( Alt= A. IOEG, t-IIN, sec. 11 
RT:: 60.0•DT/206?.64.806 
LPOLE = OABSI ALFA I.LT. 1. 00-6.0R.OABSI ALFA-P 11.l T. l.OD-6 
IF fl POLE I GO TO 103 
CA-= OCOSIALFAI 
SA c OSINIALFAI 
103 IF ILTEST) WRITEl6115JNCO'V,OT,tnEG,MIN.SF.C,ALFA 




HY = 0 
"T • I 
IF (NCOV .LE. 181) GO TO 104 
NCOV "' 181 
WRITE16,37) 
3 7 FORMAT I 1 NCOV TOO BIG, FIXED TO 181. 1 ) 
104 MT c MT+l 
IF (MV.NE.0.ANO.MV.NE.3) GO TO 112 
INPUT OF INTEGERS KP ANll KO SIGNIFYING THE KIND OF OU,\NlJllES BETWEEN 
WHICH we WANT TO COMPUTE THE COVARIANCES. THE VALUES OF KP,KO MUST BE 
EClJAl TO THE EOUAlJIJN NUMBERS OF REFIA I, WHICH DEFINES l11E CUANTITIES 
I lJ - f 14 I. 
ON THE SAME PUNC.H CARO INPUT flF THE HEIGHTS OF P AND C AS WEll,(lN 
METERSl.ANO OF A LOC:.IC.AL VARIAFJLE LAST3, TRUE WHEN THIS KIND OF CCWA -
RIANCES ARE THE LAST ONES TO ~E COMPUTED IH TH THE CHOOSEO FORM OF THE 
TABLE. THREE SETS ('IF VALUES MAY BE PUNCHED ON ONE CARD, CF. FORMAT · 
ST,\TEMENT 15. 
REA0f5tlhllKXIKl,KYfK), IPIKl.IOIKJ.lA.( K l, K c l , 3) 
16 FORMATl312J3,2J6,L21l 
HY = 0 
112 MV = MV+l 
KP(MTI • KXfMVI 
KOIMT) = KYIMVI 
HPCMTI = IPCMVJ 
HOfMTI s:: lOIMVJ 
lAST3 = LAIMVI 
K.1(6) • KPIMT) 
K.1171 = KOfMTI 
LNEW = KP·fMT).NE.KPP.OR.KOIMTl.NE.KOO 
COMPUTATION OF CONSlANTS NEEOEO FOR THE COVARIANCE COMPUTATION. WHICH 
ARE INDEPENDENT OF 1 AND THE HEIGHTS BY Tl-IE CALL OF COVBX. 
IF ILN EWI CALL COVBX 
IC.PP = KPIM T) 
KOO = KOIMTI 
IF ILTEST.ANO.LNEWJ 
•WRITE16. t71 IC I IK I oK=l, 1 J, fK IIK loK =6 , Z51, I S IGMAfKI ,K=l,Nl I 
17 FORMAT( 1 0CJ: t,1()11.4,/, I Kl: 1 , 2013 ,/, I SI: •,50ll.4,/,5914X,5Dll.4/ 
•l l 
DO 120 M = lt NCOV 
IF tHT.E0.21 COVCM.11 • ffll-ll•OT 
RV ., (M-1 l•RT 
T ., OCOSIRV I 
t RV IS EOUAL TO THE SPHERICAL DISTANCE BETWEEN P ANO 0 JN UNITS OF RAD-
C JANS. 
U "' OSINIRVI 
IF ILPOLFI GO TO 105 
SO • U•CA 
CO • OSORTI 01 - SO •SOI 
SD = U•SA/CO 
CO ., T/CO 
GO .TO 106 
10s so • oo· 
co .. 01 
IF f RV.GT.P11011: 1 Co• -01 
CO . • T 
I • I 
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IF (ALFA.LT.DOI I • -1 
SO c U• I 
TRAN SFER OF C:OOROINl\TE INFORMATION TO THF. SUBROUTINE ACCORDING TO 
THE SPf.C IF I C:H IONS GI VEN 1 N Tt-iE SUB ROUT I NE . 
106CR11l=T 
CRl21 "'HP IMTI 
CRl 31 "'HO fMTI 
CRl4) "' 00 
CRIS) .. SO 
CRl 61 = 01 
CRl71 .. CO 
CR1 8 l ""SO 
CRl 9 1 = CO 
CR nor ·= GM/fl<E+HPffi!TI I**" 
CRiii) = GM/ I RE+HO IMTllU2 
IF ILTE STJWRITEl6.18JS0,C:O.SO,CD 
1e FORMAT I 1 oso . co .so,co"''•4DI2.Sl 
CALL COVCXfCOVfl<-.MT ll 
IF 1.NOT.LTESTI GO 10 120 
KK o: Kll81+1 
WRJTE(b, }Q 11 fCRI l*B+K+3),K=l,81 t l.,l,KK) 
19 FORMATf I CR: •. ao 11 . 4,/,414X.B011.4./I) 
120 CONTINUE 
IF f.NOT,flA~13.0'l.MT .. E0 .. 7)) GO TO 104 
OUTPUT OF A TAALE OF COVARIANCES. 
WRJTEl7,301 
WRITEf6,301 
30 FORMAT I I · I J 
WRITE C 6, 20 l IOEG, Ml N, SEC 
WR 11 Ef 7, 20 I IDEG, M JN. SEC 
20 FORMAT! 1 TAALE OF COVARl/INCES:' ,/, 
•' BF.TWEEN OIJAl\ITJTIES OF KIND KP ANO KO, EVALUATED JN P,O,•,/, 
*'HAVING SPHERIC4l DISTANCE PSJ, HEJGhTS HP, HCl 1 tf, 
•'ANO AN AZIM UTH OF 1,J5, 1 0 1 .13, 1 M',F6.2 1 ' SEC FROM PTO 0.1) 
WRITEl61301 
WRITE! 7, 30 1 
WRITE(6,2111KPI 11.1 =2,MT) 
WRITEf7,21llKPI I l11=2 tM TJ 
21 FORMAT( 1 KP= •,6 ( 16,!>X)) 
WRITE!b, 22 llK 0 f I I. 1=2,tHJ 
WRITE17,22J IKUI I), 1=2,MTI 
22FORMATI' KO= t,61J6,5Xll 
WR1TEC6,23 I IHPI f I, 1=2,MT I 
WR) TEI 7, 23) I HPf 11, 1::2, MT I 
23 FORMAT!' HP= •,6(1 X,F l 0. l)I 
WRITE! 6, 24) I HO! I), 1=2,MT I 
WRIT E! 7, 24 I I HOl f J, I =2,MT I 
24 FORMAT( 1 HO= •,6(1X,FlO.l)) 
WR I TE 16,26 1 
WRITE! 1, 261 
26 FORMAT I I PSI I I 
00 113 K"' I, NC:OV 
RM c COVfKdl 
1E • IOINTI RM /h0.000) 
RM .. RM-60. ono• I E 
WRJTEf7,2511F,R"',fCOVIK,J), :s 2t HT) 
113 WRJTEl6,2SIJE,RM,ICOVIK,JI, • 2, HTI 
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25 FORMAT( l 4 ,F 6 . 2,6F lt.51 
HT = I 
IF (.NOT.LA S T3 1 GO TO 104 
IF ( .NOT.LAST2) GO TO 102 
IF l.NOT.lA STl l GO TO 100 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE RAO! RA, I DEG.MI /II , SEC, MOOE I 
IMPLICIT REAL • AI A-H.o-z , 
nu A RS. p I/ 20b264. 80600. 3. 141592653500/ 
J G = I 
JF 1 IOEG.LE.O .AND. ~OOE . EO . I I JG • -1 
IO EG = toF.G• 1 G 
IF (MODE.N E.I .OR. MIN .GE. 01 GO TO 20 
JG = -I 
HIN = MIN• IG 
20 GO TD (30,40,50.601.~0DE 
30 RA = JOEGc::3600. ODO+M J N•60 . ODO+SEC 
GO TO 10 
40 RA =IDEC* 3600 . OOO +SEC•60. OUO 
GO TO 10 
50 RA = SEC•3600 . 000 
GO TO 10 
60 RA • SEC*3240. 000 
10 RA = RA/RS 
80 IF 10.A 8S(RA l.L E. Pl l GO TO 90 
NA a:: RA- 2,0DO•Pl•DS I GNCRA,l.ODOI 




C THE SUBROUT I NE COMPU TE S THE COV ARIANCE BETWEEN TWO OUANTJTIES OF A 
C KI ND SPEC J PIEO THROl1GH TME VALUE OF TWO INTEGER VA RI AR LE S !STORED IN 
C Kll61 ANO KJC1) , SEE BELOW). TH E OUANTITIES ARE EVALUATED JN TWO 
C POINT S, P ANO CJ, THE COORO INAlE S OF WHICH ARE GIVEN IMPLICITLY BY THE 
C VALi/ ES OF CRtl> - CRf91. 
c 
C THE COVA RIANCE: FUNCT I ON USED JS DEFI NED ACCORDING TO A DEGREE-VARIANCE 
C MODEL ANO A SE T llF E"IPJR I C:AL IVOTENTIAU OEGREE - VUltANCES. THE UEGREE -
C VARIANCE ~IOOEL I S SPECJFIF.:11 Tt-'ROUGH THE VALUES OF Kllll-KJ(5),Clt81-
C ClflOI ANO THE Pl\IU.,..ETERS Nt ANO LOCAL OCf;URRJNG I/II THE COMMON RL OCK 
C /CMCOV/. EMP I RICA L ANOMALY DEGREE -VA R IANCES WILL HAV E TO BE STOR ED IN 
C SI GMA O WHEN LOCAL IS FAL SE . Af..: U ARE USED FOi-i THE COMP UT AT I ON OF RES I-
C DUAL POTENTIAL OF.GREE- VARIANCES , ISEE REFfAI, E0.1161). 
c 
C THE SURROIJTJNE HAS THREE EN TRIE S, COVAX, COVBX ANO COVCX, WHICH HAVE 
C TO BE CA LL EO IN THIS SE QUENCE. 
c 
C RY THF. CALL OF COVAX , THE KIN[J OF COVARJ/IN CE FUNCTlON TO RE USED JS 
C DET ERMINED. THE VALUE OF K ll ~I WILL DETERM I NE THE OE GREE -VARJ-
C ANCE MODE L 11,2 OR:: . r:F. Rt:F· Cti J. E0.11711 TH AT WILL BE u~~o. THE OUA N-
c TITJ ES Kl 2 1,K l 3 1 "1llST RE STOl-IF.0 t~ Klf31,Kll4), ANf) RE EOUA L TO ZER O 
C WHEN NOT ll SEfl IEG.,K[13),Kl141 ROTH ZERO WHEN Kl15}:11. THE QUANTITY 
C Afl) l-4UST RE ST01(E0 IN CllBI IN UNITS OF IM /SEC 1••4, ANO THE SOUARE OF 
C TH E RATIO AET WEEN THE RAOIUS C1F THE AJERHAM1'!AR-SPHEM.E !RBI ANO THE 
C MEAN RADIUS OF TUE EAR Tt-1 IR E I MUST RE STORED JN ClflOI. 
c 
C THERE AR E THEN TH REE POS S IBILITIES: 
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c ( 3) 
c 
THE SUMMATION LIMIT P OF REF.(A),E0.(201 IS THEN FIXED TO 3. 
Bf.CAUSE HHS JS E(.)UJVALEN1 TO RF.OllIRING TH E FIRST 3 DEGREE-VARIAN-
AREA /CMCOV/ MUST BE E<ltJflL TO 3 ANO • TRUE., RESVECTIVELY. 
CES TO RE ZERO , THE VARTAllLF S Nl ANU LOCAL STORED IN THE COMMON 
A NUMBER (t-1} I OF Tl-I E ANOMALY DEC>REE-VARJMJCES !DEGREE ZERO TO 
Nl-11 ARE PUT EOUAL TO Ef.11-'JRICAL OElERMINED OUANTJTJES. THE ANO-
MALY DEGREE-V~RIA NCE Qt-: DEGREE K WILL HAVE TO BE STORED JN 
SIGMAOIK+l) J/\I ll~ITTS Qt= M(.AL*112 1~HE N CALLING CC1VAX. LOCAL MUST BE 
EOUAL TO • FALSE.. COVAX WI LL CO~JVERT THE ANOMALY OEGRE5-VAR l ANCES 
INTO POTENTJA.L flEGREE-Vti R J/\NCES. 
THE Nl FIRST OEGRF.E-VARIANCES IOEGREE 0 - Nl-11 ARE EOUAL TO ZERO. 
THI S MEANS. THAT THE VALUES OF A CNl-11-0ROER LOCAL COVARIANCE 
FUNCTION WILL RE COMPUTED. LOCAL MUS T HAVE THE VALUE • TRUE •• c 
c 
c 
JN HL CASES Nl MUST BE LESS THAN 300. 
C THE COVARIANCES WILL GENERALLY BE COMPUTED BY CLOSED EXPRESSIONS, BUT 
C TUEY MAY JN CERTAIN CASES RE USELESS IN BI G ALTITUDES Of NUMERICAL 
CREA. SONS, CF. REFCA). SECT IO N 4. IN TH EESE CASES MUST THE LUGIC'1L VARl-
C ABLE LSUM BE TRUE ANO THE VARIABLE HMAX l<IUST HAVE /JSS I GNE D A VALUE 
C EOUAL TO Tt-IE CR!Tlf.H /JLTITllDE:-. WHEN LSUM I S TRUE ANO THE HEIGHT OF 
C P OR 0 I S GRE/,THER THAN HMAX, WILL THE SERIES REFCA), E0.116), ABBRE-
C VIAlEO TO OF.GREE h/2-1 BE USED FUR THE COMPUTATION OF TH E COVARIANCES. 
C THE VALUES OF LSIJM, 1112 ANO HMAX WILL I IN THE SAME WAY AS FOR THE PAR.A-
C METERS SPECIFYING Tt-IE OEGREE-VARltiNr:E MODEL) BE TRAN SFERRED TO COVAX 
C THROUGH THE COM1",QN AREA /CMCCV/, BUT AN ARRAY SM I S TRANSFERRED AS A 
C. PAR.6METER IN THf CA LL IN OROCR TO ENARLE VAR I AHLE 01 MENS ION I NG I SPEC I-
C FJEO BY Tl-I E VARIABLE NZ IN /CMCOV/ I. 
c 
C THE CALL OF COVAX WILL ALSO INITIALIZE CERTAIN VARIABLES USED IN 
C SUBSEClUENT COMPUTATIONS. 
c 
C THE CALL OF COVBX Wlll FIX CERTAIN CONSHNTS USED FO~ THE COMPUTA-
C TIONS, WHICH ARE ff'.41JEPENOENT OF THE ~Oit-JTS P ANO Q. WHEN COVBX IS CAL-
( LED, THE KIND OF Oll.l!NTITIES BET 'AEEN ~·HJCH THE COVARIANCE IS TO BE . 
C COMPUTE D MUST BE SVEC IFIEO. THIS IS DONE BY STOP. ING IN Kllbl ANO 
C Kll11 INTEGER S EOUA. l TO THE EDUATION NUM BERS OF REF.A, EO.tll - 114) 
C DEFINING TH E OUANT ITIES. 
c 
C THE CALL OF COVCX Will REStJLT IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE COVARIANCE , 
C WHICH I S TRAN'\FERRED TO THE C.6LLING f'ROGRAM TH ROUGH THE VARJARLE COV. 
C INFORMATION RHATfO TO THE COO~OINATES OF P ANO CJ "1UST BE STORED JN 
C THE ARRllY CR WHEN COVCX IS CALLEO, SEE BELOW. 
C REFERF.NCES: 
c (Al TSCHERNlNG.c.c.: COV/IRIANCE EXPRESSIONS FOR SECOND ANO LOWER ORDER 
C DERIVATIVES fJF THE ANOMALOUS f'OTENTIAL. REPORTS OF THE OEP. OF 
C GEOOETIC SCIENCC NO. 2 25 ,]975. 
C 181 TSCH ERNING,C .C. ANO P.H.RAIJP: CLOSED COVARIANCE EXPRESSIONS 
C FOR GRAVITY ANOJ-ii\Llf.S, GEftlD UNDULATIONS. ANO OEFLEClIONS OF 
C THE VERTICl\L JMl.ILTEO BY ANOMALY DEGREE-VARIANCE MODELS. OEP-
C ARTMENT OF r.F.OOETTf. SCIE~CE, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 
C REPORT NO. 208, 1Q74. 
t 
IMPLICIT REAL •IHA-H,O-iJ, LOGICAL IL) 
COMMON /CMCOV /Cl I 121, CR I 511, SI GMAOI 300), SIGMA I 300) ,HMAX,K I ( 25), Nl, 
•NZ,LOCAL,LSlJM 
C THE COMMON BLOCK CO,,,TAINS TH E VALUES OF PARAMETERS USED FOR THE COM-
C PUT AT IONS ANO RETURN VllLUES OF FU"'C Tl llNS AND CONST ANTS, ...-HICH HAVE 
C BEEN llSEO TN TH E COMl'IJTATIUNS. 
C PARA,..,ETERS USED FOR THE COMPUlATIONS: 
C ClfRI ., THE CUNSTANT Al II OF REF.IA), E0.1171 IN UNITS OF (M/;SECl**4 
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c ClflOI THE SOtll\IH OF THE RAllO BETWEEN THE BJERHAMMAR-SPHERE RADIUS 
C fRRI MIO THE ME.4N RAl)JllS OF THE Ell.RTH IR E J. 
C CRlll CllSlNE OF THE SPHER l CH OISThNCE RETWEEN PANO O. 
C CRl21oCRf3J THE HF. t r.HT OF P. O, RESPECTIVELY, IUNlTS METERS), 
C CRf4) ,CRl5 1 S INE lJF THE LATITUDE (IF P, O, RESPf.CTIVELY. 
C CRfbJ,CRl7) COSINE OF TH E LATITUDE OF P, O, RESPECTIVHY, 
C CRIA),CP. 191 SI~E At..:D COSINE OF THE LON\.ITUDE DIFFERENCE, 
C CRllOl, CR!lll THF l{EFERENCE GRAVITY IN P, O , RESPl::C TlVELY (WHEN 
t llSEO, OTHER\.IJSE SlORE l.OOOJ, l \JNITS M/SEC**21. 
C SJGMAOC 1 l-SIGMAOINl I MUST C(ll~T.4IN THE EMPIRICAL ANOf-IALY OEGREE-
C VARUN CES IN UNITS OF MG.6L* *2 · 
C KJ(31 = Kf?.l OF DEG.VAR. Mn DH 2 OR 3, 
C KJl4) = Kl31 OF Of-G.VAR.. MOflEL 3, CF. REF.{A), E0.1171. 
C Kll51 =THE DEG.VAR. ~100EL NUM~E R, IEOUAL TO lo 2 OR 31, 
C Kll61,KH71 TH E INTEGF.R SPEC IFYIN G THE KIND OF OUANTITY WHICH IS 
C ASSOCIAT En WITH P. O, RES PtC TIVELY, 
C Nl =THE NUMBER OF EMPIRICAL OEGREE-VARlANCES USED (LOCAL =.FALSE.I 
C OR fOROER+ll OF TH E LOCAL COVAR IANCE FUNCTION USED ILOCAL• .TRUE. I. 
C HMAX, N2, LSUM. Hl'IAX IS TH E HEIGHT ABOVE ~1H JCH Tl-I E LE GENDR E $ERIES 
t OF MAXIMAL OEGREt: N2-l Will BE USED FUR THE C0"1PUTATION OF THE CO- · 
C VARIANCES WHEN LStlM JS TRUE. N2 MUST BE GREATHER THAN 2 AS WELL AS 
C GREATHE R THAN Nl. 
C RETURN VA LUE S: 
C Cltll-Clf71, TH E OUANTI TIE S C IJ.0) OF REF.tAI, E0.(47), WITH 
C Cltl) - CllK115l+ll = C:IJ,O). Clt51 = CIKll51+2,0I, 
C Cl(b) = CIKll51+ 3 .0I, CI171 = CfK ll51+4,0I, 
























COVARI ANCFS THE PIWPER UNITS. 
CRINO*B+l2), THE VALUES OF lHE NOIJH OCRIVATTVE OF THE SUM OF THE 
FINITE LEGENDR E- SERIES. CF.KEF .IAI, E0.( 20 J.f48l ANO 1 ~2 1. 
CRINO• C.+131 - C..Rlf\.U-*8+}q}, l HE VALUES OF TH E NO'lH DERIVATIVES OF 
THE FUNCTIONS F!-21, Ff-11. FIKll311t FIKIC4JI, SO, S I, S2, CF. REF. 
fA), EO. (47.I. f 4J ), 139), 139 1, 1301. 1341 .4NO 1351. 
S IGMAOl 11 - S IGMAOf Nl I THE t>LIT!:NTJ AL DEGREE - VAR IANCE CORRECTIONS, 
CF. REF.IA), EO.llbl, !AFTER THE CALL OF C:UVAXI. 
SIGMAl4J - SIGMAINJJ, THE f>OTENTIAL DEGREE-VARIANCES MULTIPLIED BY 
Tl-IE F.6CTO RS GIVEN IN REF.IA), TABLE l.. . 
SIGMAlll - SIGMAf3 ), THE oec;REE-VARIANCES OF DEGREE 0.1.2 MINUS 
TERMS OF THE SAME DEGREES ACOUIRED FROM REF.(A), EO.l?.4J,C351.14ll 
-..ANO (42) . 
Kl18J,KJ«q) THE Nll"1RER OF OJFFERENTIATIONS IN RADIAL DIRECTION ANO 
WITH RESPF.CT TOT = COSIS~HERICAL DIST. I TO BE PERt-:ORMtO. 
KlllOI - K11151 Tt1E CfJNSTANTS I,K, ,J,/'l,Jl,Ml OF RtF.fAl, SECTION 2. 
Kl(l61 - Klll91 THE OlJAN TITI ES Mfll - t~(4J OF REF.IA), EU.1261-1291. 
Kil 20 ),Klf21) TH E EXP ONENT f•i-: THE REFERENCE GRAVITY, . 
Kll22J,Klf23l THE EXPONEN T UF THE RADIAL OJST.4NCE ANO 
Ktf24),KTl251 THE EXl-'UNENT (If- COSINE OF THE LATITUDE , OF P, 0 RES-
PECTIVELY WI.TH WHICH THEES E OUANTIT IES AltE USED JN TH E COVARIANCE 
COMPUTATIONS. 
DIMENSION K7f 151.Kq f 15 l ,Kl 11l51,Kl3C1 5 1, Kl 5{ 15 l .K17 f 15 1.Klq(151 t 
•K21I1 5 1, K231 151. r.11f151, KRI 151,L 17 Io LNI 7 l ,CXl 6, 8), SMI N21 
•,Cl 6) ,V( 61 , UI b) ,GI b), PI b I .kl b It SS 114 ),Ol 36 J ,RMl6l ,O! bl 
THE ARRAY SM IS USED TO STORE: THE DEGREE-VARIANCES WHEN THE LOGICAL 
VARIAC\LE LSUM IS TRUE. IN CASf THE StJl\SCRlPT LIMIT IS CH,\NGt:O IS IT 
NECESSARY TO CHANGE THE VALUE UF THE VAf.tlAALE N2 ACCORDINGLY. 
EOUIVALENCE 1cx11.11 .c 111l.ICXC1.2),Vllll,ICXC1.3),Ufl)) • 
• (ex I 1. 4 I .G I l I ) • ( r. x I l. 5 I 'p I 1 )) .I r.x I 1. 61. RI 1) I t I ex 11' 71 'SS 11 11 , t 
•1cxc2,a1,ss21 · 
DA TA DO, 01, O~, 03, RE/O. 000, l. ODO, 2. ODO, 3 . 000, 6371. 003/ 
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•,1(1/5•0.6• l, 3•2 .0/, K<i/5• l, 2. 3 ,2, 3, 2, 3, 2t 2, 3, l/ ,Kll/l l •Q,2, 3,3,0/, 
•Kl 3/1 l•l, 2t 3, 3, l / ,Kl 5/0,}, -1, - 1, 1, O,O, -1,-1, l, l ,0,0. 0 ,0/, 
•Kl 7 /3•0, 2, 7.. lO t:O/ ,K}q/), 4 00, lt 1, EU10/ ,K21/0,2. 1.2,2, 1.1, 7•2,0/, 
•K2 3 /b•0 1 l t O. l. Q , l 1 Q, 1, 2 ,r/, KH/0, lo l • 2, 2.1 O, 0,4•1,4iC:Q/, 
•C 11 /1. ooo, 1. onq. l. ('IU5. 2* l. 009. 2•-20fl?t'i4. RObUO . 1*1. OOtl, 1. ODO/ 
C THE ARRAYS K7 - K23 CClNlA INS l AHLES OF OUANTITIES RELATED TO THE KIND 
C OF COVAP.Jt.NCES fl - }4) WHJ(t-1 MAY BE COMPUTEO. THE ELE ~E:N T WITH SUBS-
C CRJPT ) 5 IS OtJH,.IY flH: St.:RVED FO~ PROGRAM EX TENSIONS ). TH EIR ACTUAL VA-
C LUES WILL AFTER C:tLL OF COVfU BE STORE D IN THE ELEMENTS OF THE AR RAY 
C Kl HA V I Nr. SllRSCl( J VTS A - 25 . 
C K1 CONTAINS THE OIWtR OF OIFFFRF.NTIATION WITH RESPECT TOT.KA THE 
CORDE R OF DIFFERENTIA T ION WITH RESµEr.T TO THE RAUIUS, GF.REFIAJ,TABLE 
Cl. Kq,Kll.Kl3 Tt-'1-: K I ND Of 0 11--F ERENTIATIONS TO AE COMPUT E() WITH RESPECT 
C TO THE LAT ITUDE !2 1 ANO THE LONGITUDE 131, CF.REFIAl,SECTlON 3, Kl5 
C ANO Kl1 CONTAINS AN INTEGER, \-IHICH WILL BE ADOED TU THE DEGREE, THE 
C SIJM WILL THEN RE MU L TJPLIEO WITH THE DEGREE-VARIANCE OF THE CORRESPON-
C DIN G DEGREE WHEN A FIRST ANO/ Cll< SECOND DIFFERENTIATION WITH RESPECT 
C TO TH E RAD I AL OISTANCE HAS TAKEN PLACE, 
C Cll CONT41'~ QUANT IT IES USE D TO GIVE THE COVARIANCE S THE PROP ER UNIT S .. 
c 
KT a Kll51 
Kll a KT+l 
IF IKT,LT,.3 ) GO TO 15 
DO 16 K = Kl, 2 
16 Kll K+2 ) a DO 
15 Kiili "' -2 
KH21 • -1 
IF llKT.LT. 3 J. OR .IK T.E0,3 ,ANO ,Klf4),.GT:k tl 3)JI GO TO 17 
c ASSU RING, THA T Kil 4J . GT.K lf31 . BECAUSE TH IS FACT I S USED IN sue-
c SEOUHH f(IMPUTATlONS. 
K = Kl<3J 
Klf3) "' KJ(4) 
Klf4J "' K 
17 11 c: Kl f3) 
JJ • Klf41 
SH( 11 IC 00 
SHI 21 "" DO 
N3 a Nl 
A • Cl 1 8 1 
S • ClllO) 
RB2 • S•IRE*•21 
c11q1 IC RB2 
RB 2 • RBZ•l.00-10 
1 a DO 
Oil I • DO 
RMI 11 a DO 
SIGf.IAOlll = DO 
SIGMA0121 = 00 
IF ILOCALI SJ GMAO l3) • 00 
IF ( ,.NOT.L OCA L! S I GMAOl31 = SJGMA0131•R82/S• • 4 
IF INl.Ll,41 GO TO 14 
DO 13 K a 4. Nl 
IF t, NO T.L OCA LI T • SJGMAOIK)OS*•t-K-l)•RB2 
GO TO '10.11.121,KT 
10 KK • I 
Gn TO 13 
11 KK a K+ll-1 
GOT013 . 
lZ KK • I K+ ll-ll•IK+JJ- 1) 




SY THE CALL OF r:ovex ALL OUANl !TIES NECESSARY FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 
THE COVARIANCE. RUT INOE ~ENOENT OF THE POSITION OF THE POINTS P ANO O, 
ARE COMPUTED. 
Rf\2 • CJl91 
c 11111 .. 01 
IF fKll6).E0.15.0R.Klf1).E0.15) GO TO 19 
00 20 M c 1. 2 
K • KllM+5l 
C FOR M .- ), K I S EQUAL TO THE KIND EVALUATED IN P ANO FOR M 2 EQUAL 
t TO THE KIND F.VAllJATEO JN O. 
KJ(M+9) "'K9 1Kl 
KJIM+lll "K lllKJ 
KllM+l31 Kl31Kl 
KllM+l5l = K151Kl 
KllM+l71 c Kl7fKI 
KlfM+J91 = K191K) 
KIOl+2ll = K211KI 
Kl(M+231 " K231K) 
20 Clf 11 l "' t II 11 l *C ll IK) 
KO • K 
KP • Klfbl 
KllBl c K71KPl+K71KOl 
Klt91 c K8 CKP)+K81KOJ 
19 NO= KllR.l 
NR "' KI I q I 
C NO ANO NR ARE THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIATIONS WITH RESPECT TOT ANO THE 
C RADIAL DISTANCES. RESPEC TIVELY . 
c 
C UPDATING THE OEGREE-VARJANCES. CF. REFIA), TABLE 1. 
SJGMAlll = 00 
SIGMAf21 =DO 
IF fLSUMI Nl '"' N2 
00 21 M = 3, Nl 
B • 01 
00221 .. 1',"4 
22 IF fKllJ+l 5 1.tlE .OI B = B*fM+Klfl+l51-ll 
IF IM.LE.N3l SIGMAIM I = SIGMAOIM)it<B 
IF f.NOT 0 LSIJM.OR.M.F0 0 3) GO TO 21 
DO 48 K = lo KTl 
48 8 c B/IM+KllKl - 1 1 
(: STORING THE MOOJF!EO DEGREE-VARIANCES OF DEGREE M-1 IN SMP.U AND AO-
C DINO THE DEGREE-VARIANCE CORRECTIONS HlR M .LE. N3. 
c 
SMf Ml z B*A 
IF IM 0 LE .N31 S'4CM ) :: SMl'41+SIGMA(M) 
21 CONTINU E 
IF INl 0 GT.21 5Mf3 1 = SIGMAl31 
IF fLSUM I Nl = N3 
C EVALUATION OF THE OtJANTJTIES CIJ.NR), CF.REFIAJ, TABLE 2. 
00 23 K c l, 1 
23 C 11 KI == DO 
00 25 K "" l, KTl 
Ct f KI = 01 
00 25 KO • 1, K Tl 
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25 IF CK. NE . KO i ClfKl = Cll K l/IKll KQl-KllKl l 
£ CF.REf(ll),E 0 . 11 91 . WE Will TH EN CUHl'UTE TH E QUANTlTIES G IVEN IN REFUI 
C TARLE 7.. 
I F I NR .LT. 21 GO TO 29 
KP c K111h l +Kl lJ7 l+Kl l1 8)+Kl ll9l 
IF tNR. E0.41 M : Kll l 6)• 1Kllt7 1+Klll81 +K lll 9 ))+Klll71*1Klll8)+ 
*Kii 191l+Kll181 * Kll 191 
GO TO 12b , 27.2RJ,K T 
26 Cll NR+ 3 1 " 0 1 
IF INR.GT.21 ClfNM.+l) KP+3 
IF INR. E0.41 CllNR+ ll M+3*KP+7 
GO TO 29 
21 IF INR.GT. 2 1 CllNR.+21 ·01 
tF fNR . E0,41 Cl(NR+ll n-K I 13 1+3+KP 
GO TO 29 
28 IF I NR.E0 .41 CIINR+ ll = 01 
29 IF INR.EO.O) GO TO 3 1 
00 30 KP : I, 4 
00 . 30 K "' J, Kll 
. C 30 JF IKllKP+l51.NE.OI CllKI = CJ(Kl*IKllKP+l51-KlfKIJ 
C THE LOGICAL ARRAY S l ANO LN REGISTER WHI CH TERMS THAT Will HAVE TO 
C BE EVAUJATFO, RE SP ECTIVELY tWT EV ALUAT ED IN REF.IA), EO. 147). 
3 1 00 38 K = l o 7 
lfKI "'OARSICl l KIJ.GT .1 .00-15 
38 LNfKI "' .NOT .ILI Kll 
00 32 K = 3 , 7 
00 32 M "' } , 3 
JF (M. e o ."1. ANO. K. GT . 5.0R. I "1 +KI I K 1-11 . EO.O.AND.K. LT . 5.0R. LNIKJ I 
•GO TO 32 
GO TO 134,34,35.35.34,36,371.K 
34 8 .. 0 1 
GO TO 33 
35 6 "' O J/IM +Kl l K I -11 
GO TO 33 
36 R • I M-11 
GO TO 33 
37 B"' IM-ll • IM-1 ) 
33 SlGMAfHI S J GHA fHl-A *C IIK)*R 
32 CONT I NUE 
SJGHAf3l "'S J GHA l 3 1-A* Cll21 
NDl = ND+l 
N0 2 ,. N0+2 
RE.TURN 
ENTRY covcx1cnv1 
C COMPUTATION OF TH E COVAR IA NCE I N A SPECIFI C PAIR OF POINTS, THE VALUE 
t IS RETURNED THk OUGH Tll E PARAMETfR cnv. 
C THE COVAMlt NCE S C0 1'1PUTFD Will BE I N UNITS CORRESPONDING TO THE KIND OF 
C OUANTtTI ES , I . E. FOR KINO Cl) MF.HRS, 1 2 1 EOTVOS I EJ, 131 MGAL, 
C 141,1 5 1 E. 16 1.17 1 /IRf.SECOMlS, ! Al - 1141 E. 
C TH E FOLLOWING OllANT IT IES MUST RE STORED IN THE HEMt:NTS OF THE ARRAY 
CCR WHEN CIJVCX J S CALLED: 11 I COSINE TO HtE SPHEklCAL OJST.aNCt: BETWEEN 
C PANO O, 12 1.1 3 1 Tl-ii: Ht:IGHT UF Pt 0 RESPECTIVHY, f4),{5) S INE OF THE 
t THE LATtlU OE OF P, ~1 , RFSPE CTJ VH Y, l61.171 COS INE OF THE LATITUDE OF 
C P, O, RESPECT I Vf.LY, IAl,19) SINE AND COSINE llF TH E LUN~ ITUDE OIFHR-
C ENCE. TH E REH1H: NCE GR.AV ITY WILL HA VE TO SE STORED IN CIHlO),CRlllJ 
C FUR P, 0 RFSPF.CTIVELY (W HEN USED, OTHfRWISE S TORE 1.01. 
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T = CRf l) 
HP= CRl2) 
HO = CRl31 
SP = CRC41 
SO-=CRl5l 
CP = CRl61 
CO = CRl71 
SO c CRCAI 
" CO -. CRl91 
RP = RE+HP 
RO = RE+HO 
JN HEI GH AL TITU DES AND WHEN LSUM IS TRUE Wi l l THE COVARIANCE BE COM-
PUTED BY A SUMMA TIO N OF THE L EGt:NORE- SER JE S ASSREVIA lEO TO DEGREE 
N2-l. 
LSUMC = LSUM . ANO. IHP . GT.HMAX .OR. H0.GT.HMAX 1 
·c CO"'PUT ATION OF TH E CIJNSTANT USED TO CONV ERT THE COVA RIANC E INTO 
C PROPER UN I TS . 
Cl 1121 = CII 11 lllC.P••KI f241>:1 CO•* KI I 25 1• RP**KI I 22l•RO*•Kl (231 
**C.RI 11l*•KI1 2 1) .,if.R I10 l ••K I I 2fl I J 
S "' RB2 /I RP•ROI 
S2 = S•S 
ST = S•T 
T2 "' hT 
P2 = ( 03•12 - 011/02 
P3 = (03•ST+Dl 1/02 
c 
C JNITJ AllZING ARRAY ELEMENTS . NOTE THE USE OF THE EOUJVALENClNG. 
00 50 K = l, 8 
c 
00 50 M ,,. I, N02 
50CXCM ,K l=OO 
00 5 1 K == 1, "102 
CIK) = 00 
51 DIKI "' 00 
00 52 K = 1, 40 
52 CRfK+ll) = 00 
c SUMMATIO N AND DIFFERENTIATION OF THE LEGENDRE SERIES, CFeREFIAl,EOe 
C 14ql ANO 1511. 
IF ( LSllMC I Nl = N2 
Kl • Nl 
K2 "' Nl+l 
K "' Nl-1 
00 54 M z: }, Nl 
GI z: 102*K+Ol l *S /Kl 
GJ "' -Kl•S2/K2 
K2 "' Kl 
Kl "' K 
K x K-1 
IF leNOT,LSUMCI S J = SJGMAIK21 
IF H SUMC I SI z: SMIK2J 
12 • 0 
II • I 
DO 53 I = 2, N02 
8 • 011) 
0111 = Cl 11 
Cfll • Gt • IOlll * T+I2•0111JJ+GJ•B+Sl 
SI • DO 
12 .. 11 
53 11 • I 
54 CONT I NllE 
IF (LSUMC I Nl = N3 
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c 
C COM PU TATI ON OF THE DUANTITIES OCll-01361,CF.REFIAl,SECTION 3 • 
. JF INO. ECl .01 GO 10 ~5 
c 
0( 1) .. 01 
CS "' CP•SO 
SC • SP•CO 
sec • scoco 
CC c CP oCO 
CCS 11: CC•SO 
CSC =- CS•CO 
01 2 1 "' cs-sec 
0131 = ccs 
0171 .. sc-csc 
011 31 "' -ccs 
JF (NO. E0 .11 GO TO 55 
014 I "' -T 
SCS c SC*SD 
ccc • ccor.o 
SS "' SP*SD 
SSC • SS•CO 
CSS "' C S•SO 
0(5) • -scs 
016) "' -CCC 
018) :: CC+SSC 
019) .. -css 
D(l4 I = scs 
0( 151 "" CCC 
0119 I a: -T 
0125) .. css 
Of3ll =-CCC 
IF om.ea. 2 ) GO TO 55 
SSS • SS•SD 
DI lOJ c - SC+CSC 
DC 111 "' SSS 
01121 :: csc 
0116) a: ccs 
01111 =-sec 
01181 = cr.s 
OC 20 I "' -CS+SCC 
01211 .. -ccs 
01261 .. -SS S 
01211 .. -csr. 
ot321 • sec 
01331 • -ccs 
IF fNO.E0. 3 1 GO TO 55 
Of 221 "' T 
0123) • scs 
01241 •CCC 
0128) • -css 
01291 • SSC 
01301 .. -css 
DI 341 • CCC 
DC351 • scs 
Of 36J • CCC 
55 IF ILSUMCJ GO TO 75 
C COMPUTATION OF THE FUNCTIONS La:Rlll, Nal/RN, M• RHl21t fO•Pl2J, CF .. 
C REF.II.), fO, 1311-133),140) ANO 177A), 
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c 
Rl2 • Dl-D2*Sl+S2 
Rl • OSORTfRL2J 
ROI,. Rl 
Rll = 01 /Rl 
RN ,. 0)/IDl+RL-$1) 
Rl2 = Ol/Rl2 
RNL • RN• Rl l 
RHf 21 '"' 01-RL- ST 
PC 2) • S• DLOGI 0 4'• RN I 
Rl3 ,. Rl 2•Rll 
Rl5 = Rl3• Rl2 
53 · .. S2 # S 
R(21 = -S•"Rll 
IF (NO.E0.01 GO TO 56 
COMPUTATION OF Tl-IE DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TOT. 
CF. REF.fA), EO. 177Bl.169A),1571. 
R(3) ,. -S2•RL3 
RM(3J,. -RC21-S 
P13J • S2*1RNL+RNI 
IF INO.E0.11 GO TO S6 
C CF. REF.IA}, EO. f17Cl.1698J,158J. 
c 
Rl41 ,. -03•S3• RL5 
RM(4) ,. -Rf 3) 
PC41 • S3• 1RL3+fOl+ID2+RllJ * Rlll*RNl*RN 
1F C ND. EC. 2) GO TO 56 
CF. REF.fAJ, EO. f1701.C69CJtf S91. 
Rl4 ,. Rl2* Rl2 
Rl 1 c Rl5•RL2 
S4 = S2•S2 
Rl5) • -15.000•S4.:< RL7 
RM(5) "' -Rf4J 
Pl 5 I ,. 54* I 03* Rl5+1 { 03+03•Rll l*RL3+02• I 01+1 03+ ID3+Rll I *Rll I •Rll I 
••RNl•RNl•RN 
IF INO.E0.31 GO TO 56 
t CF. REF.IA), EO. (6901.1601. 
c 
SS • S4•S 
Rl6 • Rl4*RL2 
RMl61 ,. -Rf5J 
Pl 6) ,. 03•S5• If 5.000•Rl 7+ I I 4. 000 +5. ODO•Rll J•Rl 5+ If 4 •ODO+ 18. 000 
•+4. OOO•Rll l•Rl 1I • RL3+12. 000+18.CIJO+l l 2. 000+( A.000+02*RL l) •Rll I 
**Rlll * Rll)•RNl • RN)o:<RNl•RNJ . 
56 tF ILN(2)) r.n TO SB 
C COMPUTATION OF THE FUNCTION F-1 ANO ITS DERIVATIVES, CF. REF.CA), 
t eo. 1411 ANO 161) - lh5). 
UC2J c S•CR1'tl2l+T•P12JJ 
lF IN02.Ll.31 GO TO 58 
00 57 K • 3. NOZ 
51 U(K) • S•CRMIK)+T*PIKl+lK-2)•PIK-1)) 
58 IF llNll)) GO TO foO 
C COMPIJTATJON OF THE FUNCTION F-2 AND ITS DERIVATIVES, CF. REF.(A) EO. 
t (42lt ANO 165)- C6RJ. 
00 59 K "' ~' N02 
GO TO 161,61,~7.,l:-1',64,651,K 
61 CY ,. S•IU1-T2J/4.0DO 
('-O TO 59 
62 CY • -ST /02 
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GO TO 59 
63 CY • 03•PI 2J-S/02 
GO TO 59 
64 CY • 9.0DO•Pl3l 
GO TO 59 
65 CY • 18.000c: Pf41 
59 VIK I "' S•I RMI K lttP3+S*f IK-?>*D3•RM I K-l l/02+P2•PIKl+03 ti: T•PIK-11• 
•IK-21+CY) I 
60 IF CLNl 3 1) GO TO 13 
COMPUTAltON OF T ... E FUNC:TJON Fl ANO ITS OER I VATlVES. CF. REF.IA) EO. 
t3ti), REF.IE\), €0.11 0 11 ANO REF.IA), E0 . <701.1111. 
0(2) "'DLOGl01+02* S/!Ol-S+Rl)I 
IF fND.EO.r)) GO TO 66 
013) "' S2•RNL 
IF fNO.E0.11 GO TO 66 
Ol't) • S3* 11Rll+Dll~Rl\l+Rl2 1 *RNL 
IF (NO. E0. 2 1 GO TO 66 
0151 = S4*(03*Rl4+1102+03•Rlll*Rl2+102 +(4.000+D2•Rll l •R l ll•Rllll 
••RN l•RNL 
IF INO.E0 . 3) r;o TO 66 
0( 6 I • 03•S5• ( 5. OOQ,...RL6+f I 03+5.0DO*Rl 1 l*Rl4+1 I 02+16. 000+4 . OQOC<RL 11 
••Rl l) •Rl 2+ I 6. 00(1+( 6. 000+02•Rl 1) *kl l I •~NL I* RN I *RN I e<R"'l 
t 
c COf'IPUTATION OF THE FUNCTION F? ANO ITS DERIVATIVES. CF. REF.IA!, eo. 
c (3).1721-1151. 
t 
66 Pl2) = IRL-0l+T o;.i Ol7.ll/S 
IF INO.EO,Q) GO TO 6R 
DO 67 K • 3, N02 
67 PfKJ • IRIK-l l+l*OIKl+ I K-21*0CK-l I l /S 
6~ 11 - 11-1 
Kl • l 
Jl • I J 
IF 111.GE.21 GO TO 49 
DO 49 14 = 2, N02 
IF 111.EO.l'JJ GIMI = OIMI 
1F 111.EP.11 GUO• PIM I 
49 CONT JNUE 
1F IU411 JI= JJ-1 
IF fJl.LE.11 GO TO 71 
c CF. REF.IA), eo. 13RJ.C76) . 
DO 71 K "' 2. JJ 
DO 69 M "' 2 t N02 
8 • 01 Ml 
OIHJ • PIMI 
69 PCM) • fRIM-ll+l2•K-ll*lffol-21*0fM-11+1*01MJJ-Kl/S•Bll(K•SI 
IF (K.NE. 111 en TO 71 
00 10 H • 2 1 NO? 
10 G041 •PIM) 
11 Kt • K 
73 IF ILNl611 GO TO 72 
C CF. kEF.fAI, EO. t34J.C55 1. 
551(2) • SZOIT-Sl*Kl3 
IF IND.GT.OJ SS1131 c S2* 1RL3+03•1T-SJ•S•Rl51 
t 
C CF. REF.IA), EO. 1351. 
72 IF ll<711 SSlc ~2•111+S)li:RL3+03•S• l 12-Dll•RL51 
t 
C AODING THE OIFFEMENT TERMS, CF . REF.CAI. EO. 1221.1471. 
c TIPLlEO BY R8••2 IN UNITS OF MGAL••2. THE INTt:Gf.1(5 Kl21 . Kl31 OF eo. 
-59-
15 00 7 8 M 11:: 2 • ND2 
C CF. REF.IA), ED. 150),1521. 
·c 
CIMI = S•CIMI 
CRIM•8 -4) c C:CMI 
00 78 K • J, 7 
IF ILN( K ll GO TO 18 
STORING TH E TE RMS FOR TR ANS F ER TO THE CALLING PROGRAM USING THE COMMON 
AREA / Ct-tCOV/ . 
CfHM•8+K -4 1 "'A*CX lf'l,K+l) *C ll K J 
IF (K. E0 . 5 J CRCM,,R+K-41 = - CR IM*B+K -4 ) 
con = Cl/>l )+CR f f.\#R+K -41 
78 CONT I NUE 
C INT EGERS SPEC. IrYI NG THE KINDS OF DIFFERENTIATION WITH RE SPECT TO THE 
C LATITU DES AND/OR THE LO NG ITUOl·S , CF. REF.IA), SECTION 3 . 
. c 
I *' Kl (lOJ 
J "' KI f 121 
K = Klflll 
M o:: KJl131 
Jl = Klfl4J 
Ml = Kl 115 I 
C COMPUTAT 10N OF THE OER IVUIVE S OF ORDER N(J ~llTH RESPECT TO THE LATJ-
C TUOES AND THE LONC.ITUDES , CF. 1-tfF .IAI, EO. 14 3 ) - (46 ) 0 
c 
GO TO I R0 , 8 1, 82 . tn,84 ), NO J 
80 CUV = C I 2 l 
GO TO 85 
81 COY 11:: Cl 3 1•Dll+6* 1K-11J 
GO TO A5 
82 COY • Dfl l *DIJ 11 •0 16*1K-ll+l) •DCb• IMl-l)+l) * Cl41+Dll+J+b•IK+M-lll 
••Cf 3) 
GO Tn 85 
83 cov E Dfl+J+b•H K+M-llJ*CC21+1DCt+Jl•Dlb•IK+M-ll+lJ+Dll+6'1'1K-IJl 
••O<Jl+b*I Ml- 1 11+0 11+6•( Ml-1 l l•OI Jl+6* I K-1II!•Cf4) 
•+0111 •01J I1 • 016* fK-l l+l l "'D I b* IMl-l l+l l •C I 5 J 
GO TO 85 
84 COV = DII+JH>':t; I K+f1-lll *-Cl:"1 1+10t l+J+h*IK-lll•OlbC<fM-ll+ll 
•+DC I +6* I M-l+K 11 *0 1 J) +DI ,1+6* I K+ f1 - l J I *D I l I +01 1 +J+6* I M-11 I 
**DI I K-1l *b+ l1+01 l+J ) >:z Ot 6* I K+M -11+1 )+01 l+M I K-111•01 ,1+6 -* t M-1 JI 
•+011+6*1 M-11 l *D f J+ 6'* I K-1 l I ! *C l 41+I01 l +J l * Df 6'11( K-l l+l l •OC b*IM-11+11 
*+01 I +6* I K-1Il*OIJ1*01 b * I M-1 l+l I +Of l+ M I M-1J1*01Jl•Ol6* {K-11 +l J 
•+Of J+6*1 K-1I) oO f11 * 01 b* I M-1 l +l J+ OI J+b* ( M-11l* DIJ1 1(1:0 ( 6'1<(K-l l+l I 
•+DI h* I K+M-11+11 .q.Q ( I ) •D I JI l*C C 5}+0 I l I •D I J l *016• I K-1 J + l l •016*1 M-11 
•+1J *C f6) 
C GIVING THE COVARIANC E THE ~ROPER UNITS. 




Sample Input: Dat.a 
F 
.999617 D 0 4.2528 D 2 24 0 2 2 F 0 .o D 0 T 
o.oo o.oo 7.50 
4 30.00 0 00 00.00 F 
1 1 0 0 F 2 1 0 0 F 5 1 0 0 
I 12 1 0 0 F 14 1 0 0 T 
::i 4 30.00 0 00 oo.oo T I 
3 3 1000 1000 F 2 3 1000 1000 F 5 3 1000 1000 
, 12 3 1000 1000 F 14 3 1000 1000 T 
Output example: 
TEST OF COVARIANCE FUNCTION SUBROUTINES, VERS. JUNE 75. 
COVARIANCES BETWEEN QUANTITIES OF KINO KP,KQ ARE COMPUTED. 
THE KIND S AND CORRESPONDING UNITS ARE AS FOLLOWS: IE•EOTVOSll 
Ill THE HEIGHT ANOMALY IMETERSlt 121 THE NEGATIVE RADIAL DER-
IVATIVE DIVIDED BY THE RADIAL DISTANCE IEI. (31 THE GRAVITY 
ANOMALY (MGALI. 141 THE RADIAL DERIVATIVE OF 131 (El, 151 THE 
SECOND ORDER RADIAL DERIVATIVE IElt (6J~l7J THE LATITUDE AND 
THE LONGITUDE COMPONENTS OF THE DEFLECTIONS OF THE VERTICAL 
URCSECONOSI, 18J,(9J THE DERIVATIVES OF (3) IN NORTHERN ANO 
EASTERN DIRECTION, RESPECTIVELY IEJ, 1101,( 11.J THE DERIVATIVE 
OF (21 IN THE SAME DIRECTIONS IEJ, 1121-1141 THE SECOND ORDER 
DERIVATIVE S IN NORTHERN, INORTHERN,EASTERNJ ANO EASTERN 
DIRECTIONS, RESPECTIVELY (El. 
PARAMETERS SPECIFYING THE MODEL DEGREE-VARIANCES& 
s,A = o.9996170D+00 0.42529000+03 
KO-K3,N ,K Tc -2 -1 24 0 2 2 
EMPIRICAL ANOMALY DEGREE-VARIANCES IN UNITS OF MGAL**2l 
o.o o.o 7.50 
HODEL DEGREE-VARIANCE CORRECTIONS: 
o.o o.o o.304BD+o5 
TABLE OF COVARIANCES: 
BETWEEN QUANTITIES OF KIND KP AND KQ, EVALUATED IN P,Q, 
HAVING SPHERICAL DISTANCE PSI, HEIGHTS HP, HQ 
AND AN AZIMUTH OF 0 D 0 H o.o SEC FROM P TO Q. 
KP• 2 5 12 
KQc 1 l l 
HP= o.o o.o o.o o.o 






0 o.o 926.59371 l.157BO 23.19983 -10.44212 -10.44212 
0 30.00 925.4 7496 lo 12971 12 .93102 -4.43459 
1 o.o 922.88515 1010161 10.45730 -3.25429 
1 30.00 919.25573 1.07576 9.10668· -2.64768 
TABLE OF COVARIANCES: 
BETWEEN QUANTITIES OF KIND KP AND KQ, EVALUATED IN P,Q, 
HAVING SPHERICAL DISTANCE PSI, HEIGHTS HP, HQ 
AND AN AZIMUTH OF 0 D 0 H O.O SEC FROM P TO Q. 
KPc 3 2 5 12 
KO- 3 3 3 3 
HPc 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 









0 o.o 1551.47275 2.65154 911.69904 -453.197'18 -453.19798 
0 30. oo· 791.63914 1.45146 53.79638 4.37320 -55.26665 
1 o.o 568.76144 1.0'1365 22.32984 4.95074 -25.09328 
1 30.00 450.43329 0.90066 13.03381 4.00!47 -15.23596 
- 62-
